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Mélanges et nanocomposites de polyoléfines contenant de l’argile pour des application à 
haute tension 

 

Mostafa EESAEE 

RÉSUMÉ 

Cette thèse présente les efforts faites pour préparer de nouveaux matériaux isolants à base de 
mélanges de polyoléfines au sein desquels sont insérées des nanoparticules pour des 
applications haute tension, principalement matériaux isolants dans les câbles haute tension. 
Une argile naturelle organiquement modifiée, la montmorillonite, a été ajoutée en différentes 
quantités dans le polyéthylène basse densité (LDPE) et le polypropylène (PP). En outre, un 
copolymère tribloc de polystyrène-b-poly (éthylène-co-butylène) -b-polystyrène (SEBS) a été 
utilisé comme polymère secondaire pour former un mélange non miscible avec la polyoléfine 
pour loger et disperser sélectivement la nanoparticule. 
 
Un degré élevé de dispersion des plaquettes d'argile a été observé lorsque l'argile était 
incorporée dans du LDPE ou du PP. Ceci s’est traduit par une augmentation du module de 
stockage aux basses fréquences lorsque les matériaux ont été soumis à un cisaillement à petites 
amplitudes. Il a été observé que les mélanges de polyoléfines et de SEBS avaient une 
morphologie co-continue. L’ajout d’argile à ces mélanges a diminué la taille des domaines.   
 
Les spectres diélectriques des nanocomposites ont montré de façon claire deux processus de 
relaxation principaux représentant le processus de polarisation interfaciale ou Maxwell-
Wagner-Sillars (MWS) à basse fréquence et la relaxation dipolaire à plus haute fréquence. Un 
nouveau pic de relaxation a été observé pour les nanocomposites mixtes pour lequel l’origine 
a été assignée à la phase thermoplastique. Le réseau 3D de l'argile dans les nanocomposites 
facilite le flux des porteurs de charge lorsqu'ils sont soumis à des champs électriques élevés, 
ce qui se traduit par une conductivité DC plus élevée par rapport aux homopolymères de 
polyoléfine. Il a été démontré que cela permettait aux nanocomposites d'empêcher 
l'accumulation de charges d’espace en permettant aux charges stockées temporairement de 
circuler librement à travers le matériau. Cependant, à des températures élevées, le courant 
dépasse un seuil au-dessus duquel une quantité élevée de charges est injectée et le champ 
électrique résultant est fortement déformé. Tous les nanocomposites ont montré une 
amélioration significative de la résistance au claquage par rapport aux polyoléfines pures. Les 
couches d'argile intercalées / exfoliées créent un chemin tortueux limitant la mobilité des 
porteurs de charge et ainsi répartissent la contrainte électrique ce qui a pour effet d’augmenter 
l’endurance diélectrique. Cependant, les nanocomposites de à base de PEBD ont montré une 
diminution de la force de rupture en courant continu, probablement due à l'instabilité thermique 
apportée par l'argile. 
 
Mots clés : Isolation haute tension, nanodiélectrique, mélange de polymères, intercalation / 
exfoliation, propriétés diélectriques, résistance à la rupture, accumulation de charge d'espace 
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Clay-containing Polyolefin Blends and Nanocomposites for High Voltage Applications 

 

Mostafa EESAEE 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents attempts made to prepare novel insulating materials based on polyolefin 
tuned through blending and nanotechnology for high voltage applications, mainly the 
insulating materials in high voltage power cables. An organically modified natural clay, 
montmorillonite, was used in different loadings as the nanoreinforcement to be dispersed in 
low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and polypropylene (PP). Furthermore, polystyrene-b-
poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) triblock copolymer was used as the 
secondary polymer to form an immiscible blend with the polyolefin to selectively 
accommodate and disperse the nanofiller. 
 
A high degree of dispersion of clay platelets was observed when clay was incorporated into 
either LDPE or PP. Clay incorporation has led to a solid-like rheological behavior with a 
shoulder in storage modulus in low frequencies. The neat blends of polyolefin with SEBS were 
observed to have a co-continuous morphology. The addition of clay to those blends resulted in 
a decrease of the dispersed domains. 
 
Dielectric spectra of nanocomposites clearly showed two main relaxation processes 
representing Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS) interfacial polarization process at low frequency 
and dipolar relaxation at high frequency. A new relaxation peak was observed for blend 
nanocomposites that was hypothesized to be related to the elastomer phase. The 3D network 
of clay in nanocomposites facilitates the charge carriers flow when subjected to high electric 
fields resulting in a higher DC conductivity comparing to polyolefin homopolymers. This was 
shown to enable the nanocomposites to prevent the accumulation of space charge by 
persistently allowing the temporary stored charges to flow across the material. However, at 
elevated temperatures the current flow exceeds a threshold above which high amount of 
charges are injected and as a result the electric field is heavily distorted. All nanocomposites 
showed significant improvement in the AC breakdown strength comparing to the neat 
polyolefin. The intercalated/exfoliated clay layers create a tortuous path for charge carriers to 
flow and thus distribute the electric stress and prolong the breakdown time. However, LDPE 
nanocomposites showed diminished DC breakdown strength most probably due to the thermal 
instability brought by clay.  
 
Keywords: high voltage insulation, nanodielectrics, polymer blend, intercalation/exfoliation, 
dielectric properties, breakdown strength, space charge accumulation … 
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CHAPTER 1:  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview and research problem 

Insulating systems are a very important part of any high voltage (HV) apparatus and require 

well design and adequate reliability. An interesting example is the insulating materials that are 

being used in high voltage power cables for transmitting power over long distances. They are 

constantly subjected to increasing electrical and thermal stresses as the demand for electricity 

increases worldwide. New power cables require more durable insulation to meet the growing 

operating voltages and power ratings. To address this urgent need a huge amount of research 

has been conducted in recent decades to develop new reliable and cost-effective insulating 

materials for HV cables. This has led to the introduction of nanocomposites as potential 

candidates to replace the existing insulating materials, known as “Nanodielectrics” (Lewis 

1994, Cao, Irwin et al. 2004, Tanaka 2005, Fréchette, Reed et al. 2006). 

 

Current insulating materials used in HV power cables suffer from some drawbacks. In HV 

alternating current (HVAC) systems, XLPE or cross-linked polyethylene is the main choice 

due to its excellent electrical properties and thermo-mechanical stability even at elevated 

temperatures. However, crosslinking makes XLPE a thermoset material and therefore not 

recyclable which has recently raised a lot of concerns from the environmental point of view 

(Lawson 2013). Also, XLPE has shown to have serious issues when used in HV Direct current 

(HVDC) systems, i.e. the accumulation of space charges, which has led to industry sticking 

with older technologies such as paper-oil cables with a lot of disadvantages including cost of 

fabrication, installation and repair (Mazzanti and Marzinotto 2013). 
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1.2 Motivations 

Nanodielectrics, mostly polymers reinforced with inorganic nanoparticles, are believed to 

feature promising properties as insulating materials in both HVAC and HVDC systems, despite 

the fact that their reliability and reproducibility massively depend on the quality of the 

dispersion of nanoparticles which is a challenging task to achieve (Fréchette, Larocque et al. 

2008, Kindersberger, Tanaka et al. 2011, David and Fréchette 2013). During nanocomposite 

processing, the inorganic nanoparticles tend to form agglomerations due to their 

incompatibility with the organic polymers. This reduces the potential benefits of the nanoscale 

reinforcement and affects the suggested/proved abilities of nanodielectrics to enhance the 

functional properties (David and Fréchette 2013). Numerous attempts have been done by 

researchers to resolve and prevent the agglomeration of nanoparticles. Most popular techniques 

include addition of compatibilizer (Reichert, Nitz et al. 2000, Wang, Choi et al. 2001, Garcıa-

López, Picazo et al. 2003, Hasegawa and Usuki 2004), functionalization of the surface of 

nanoparticles (Wu, Wu et al. 2008, Liu, Wang et al. 2009), and in situ polymerization or 

synthesis of nanoparticles (Shin, Simon et al. 2003, Fim, Basso et al. 2013, Hakim, 

Nekoomanesh et al. 2018).  

 

A new approach in this regards is to selectively accommodate nanoparticles in a template 

matrix to control their quality of the dispersion and their spatial distribution. In particular, an 

immiscible blend as the matrix would offer the possibility to disperse the nanofiller according 

to its micrometric morphology and guide them towards final locations based on the affinity 

between nanoparticles and different phases in the blend matrix (Ray, Pouliot et al. 2004, Elias, 

Fenouillot et al. 2007, Elias, Fenouillot et al. 2008, Graziano, Jaffer et al. 2018). Thanks to 

their tunable microstructure, it is possible to selectively locate and disperse nanoparticles 

within the immiscible blend matrix and improve certain physical properties when the base 

materials are properly selected and processed.  

 



 

 

1.3 Objectives 

This Ph.D. project focuses on introducing novel polymeric materials with the help of 

nanotechnology in the aim of producing novel nanodielectrics for HV insulation systems and 

tailoring their functional properties in correlation with their microstructures. The new materials 

must be recyclable, have the ability to be easily processed and meet all the requirements for 

HV applications.  

 

Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and polypropylene (PP) were chosen as the base polymers 

due to their excellent electrical properties to produce advance nanodielectrics incorporating a 

natural clay, montmorillonite, as the nanoreinforcement. Attempts have been made to further 

modify the microstructure of such nanodielectrics via incorporating a compatibilizer and 

forming a blend matrix to host the nanofiller. In particular, two industrial grades of 

polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) have been used to form a co-

continuous blend with either LDPE or PP to finely tune the dispersion and localization of the 

nanofiller. SEBS provides good level of electrical properties while is available commercially. 

It is consisted of two polystyrene PS endblocks within a hydrogenated polybutadiene midblock 

matrix, known as poly(ethylene-co-butylene) PEB. The rubbery midblock of SEBS has a 

similar structure as to the main chain of both LDPE and PP indicating an expected good level 

of compatibility. Melt mixing via extrusion was chosen as the main technique to prepare the 

nanodielectrics as it is the only viable approach in the industry. Within the framework of this 

research, it is expected that the obtained nanodielectrics possess enhanced electrical 

performance while having good thermo-mechanical properties.  

 

1.4 Methodology 

From the material point of view, this PhD project covers binary nanocomposites based on 

LDPE and PP incorporating different loadings of nanoclay. Blends of SEBS with LDPE and 

PP were used to accommodate certain loadings of clay. Also, the effect of a well-known 

compatibilizer on the microstructure and performance of LDPE/clay nanocomposites has been 

evaluated.  
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A co-rotating twin-screw extruder was used to process the materials. Extrusion is the most 

common process in manufacturing plastics in industry. A premixed polyolefin-based 

masterbatch presumably containing 50% organomodified montmorillonite was used as the 

source of the nanofiller, which was direct fed into the extruder along with the polymer powder 

to be diluted to the desired concentrations. Thus, series of LDPE/clay and PP/clay 

nanocomposites are achieved. the same procedure was used to create nanocomposite with 

compatibilizer. To Produce blend nanocomposites equivalent amounts of SEBS and total 

polyolefin were fed into the extruder to ensure that the co-continuous structure would be 

achieved. All the obtained pellets were then press-molded in an electrically heated hydraulic 

press into thin plates for characterization. 

 

The microstructure of all the prepared nanocomposites were investigated using Scanning 

Electron Microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy. The degree of dispersion of clay 

was evaluated through X-ray diffraction. The dielectric performance was assessed by means 

of broadband dielectric spectroscopy, short-term AC and DC breakdown strength, space charge 

measurement and electrical conductivity.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 Materials and characterization methods employed in this study 

 



 

 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

This thesis in divided into 6 chapters consisting of an introduction and a brief literature review 

followed by 4 other chapters representing the outcome articles that are either published, 

accepted or submitted to related international journals.  

 

In the first paper (chapter 3) the evolution of morphology and short-term breakdown strength 

of clay-containing LDPE blends and nanocomposites have been discussed. Nanoclay’s 

dispersion/distribution states and its effect on development of co-continuous morphology of 

LDPE/SEBS blends are fully addressed. Also the improvement mechanism of nanoclay on 

breakdown strength of nanocomposites is explained.   

 

In chapter 4 (paper 2) charge transport and accumulation in LDPE/clay nanocomposites are 

discussed. A correlation of DC conductivity and space charge measurements is used to have a 

general view towards charge trapping and transfer within the materials. 

 

 Chapter 5 (paper 3) provides an in-depth evaluation of the dielectric spectra of clay-containing 

LDPE blends and nanocomposites. When necessary, the spectra are fitted to theoretical models 

to more clarify the outcomes.  

 

In chapter 6 (paper 4) the morphology and electrical properties of blends and nanocomposites 

based on PP are investigated. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future works are 

provided following the last chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

POLYOLEFIN NANOCOMPOSITES FOR HV INSULATIONS  

2.1 Transmission of electric energy  

The main objective of the power system is to provide electrical energy from power source to 

the consumers in a safe and reliable way at the lowest possible cost (Figure 2-1). The bulk 

movement of electrical energy from a generating site, usually in remote areas, to an electrical 

substation near cities is called the electric power transmission. This is possible with the help 

of interconnected lines facilitating this movement known as a transmission network. The 

electrical energy received in HV substation is then transferred to customers through local 

wiring known as electric power distribution. The combined transmission and distribution 

network is known as the "power grid".  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Electricity generation and transmission 

 

The electrical distribution systems were somewhat fully developed during the twentieth 

century by connecting the consumers and generators using national and international grids. 

Despite the development, the current electrical transmission network needs to be strengthened 
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to transmit huge amounts of power long distances across continents. In North America, the 

power grid is highly integrated as there are over 35 electric transmission interconnections 

between the Canadian and US power systems. This integration is set to continue expanding, 

with multiple cross-border transmission projects currently being developed. 

 

Throughout the grid, electricity is being transmitted at high voltages (>115 kV) to reduce the 

energy loss. The two main means of HV transmission are overhead and underground power 

transmission lines. HV overhead transmission lines are a reliable, low-cost, easily maintained 

and established method to transport bulk electricity across long distances. Their conductors 

(aluminum or copper) are not covered by insulation and are, therefore, exposed and vulnerable 

to adverse weather conditions.  

 

 

Figure 2-2 Thick underground cable next to smaller overhead conductor  
(Photo courtesy of Georgia Transmission Corporation) 

 

Underground cables, on the other hand, take up less right-of-way, have lower visibility, and 

are less affected by weather conditions. However, costs of insulated cable and excavation are 

much higher. Also, faults take longer time to locate and repair. The cable lines are attractive 

for crossing wide metropolitan areas or long distances in the open sea. The focus in this work 

is on the advances in insulating materials used in HV underground cables.  
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The use of HV power cable is increasing in recent years. Increasing of population of urban 

areas in industrialized countries has led to the increasing of energy consumption where the use 

of power cable is the only viable option. Power cables eliminate the environmental problems 

that are associated with the overhead transmission lines. Many developing countries have 

changed their power system network to meet the increasing of demand by using power cables. 

Also, parts of the existing power cable networks have reached the end of their lifetime and 

need to be replaced.  

 

2.1.1 Extruded HV power cables 

A cable includes a conductor and insulation, and is suitable for being run underground or 

underwater. High voltage power cable has a common design, independent of its operating 

voltage and frequency. Basically it consists of the conductor, the insulation, the inner and outer 

semi-conductive screens, earthed metallic screen and protection sheath that form long 

concentric cylinder. Figure 2-3 shows a common design of a high voltage cable. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 Common design elements of high voltage cable 
 (from www.openelectrical.org) 

 

The insulation is the most critical part in cable structure due its crucial task to withstand a long 

term electrical stress during the service life of the cable. The use of extruded synthetic 

insulation in single layer construction is increasing due to its advantages in relatively easy 
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processing and handling of this insulation. This insulation can be selected to have 10% lower 

dielectric losses than cellulosic paper, higher intrinsic breakdown strength four times as high 

as impregnated paper insulation (Ryan 2001). The disadvantage is that a single defect can 

produce large influence on the whole insulation due to its homogeneity of this type of 

insulation (Ryan 2001). 

 

2.1.2 HVAC versus HVDC systems 

The first high voltage transmission line goes back to 1882, thanks to Thomas Edison, when a 

45-km High-voltage direct-current (HVDC) link was constructed to connect Miesbach and 

Munich using rotating DC machines at each end. Later on, alternating-current generation, 

transmission, and utilization started to be dominant (Long and Nilsson 2007). They were 

realized to be more favorable because of benefitting from efficient and easy-to-manufacture 

transformers instead of high cost convertors that are necessary in DC lines. Voltage conversion 

in AC systems is simply via AC transformers achieved with low losses and little maintenance 

that allows high power and insulation levels within one single unit. Therefore, shortly after AC 

technology was introduced, it was accepted as the only feasible technology for generation, 

transmission, and distribution of electrical energy (Siemens 2011). 

 

However, the inductive and capacitive elements of cables limit the transmission distance of 

AC transmission links. There are induced loss in all parts of AC cables. Also direct connection 

between two AC systems with different frequencies is not possible. Whereas HVDC 

transmission lines have no range limit, can be directly connected, and their only loss is the 

ohmic loss in conductor.  

 

 

Nonetheless, the differences between extruded cables designed for a HVAC system and those 

designed for a HVDC system are negligible and the same structural components are required. 

Under the AC current, the insulation layer will experience electrical stress according to 

(Krueger 1991): 
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( ) = .        (1-1) 

 

Where U is the operating voltage, R and r are the external and internal radius of insulation and 

x is the radius of the insulation where the electrical stress is determined by the equation above. 

Therefore, there is an electric field distribution within the insulation of a HVAC cable. 

 

In HVDC cables, the electric field is temperature and time dependent and is determined by the 

local electrical resistance and thus by the electrical resistivity/conductivity of the insulation. 

This means that if the DC insulation resistivity were constant with temperature and electric 

field, then the field distribution in an HVDC cable would be identical to that of an HVAC cable 

of the same geometry (Mazzanti and Marzinotto 2013). Moreover, the phenomena of field 

inversion and space-charge accumulation are the cause of a significant distortion of the electric 

field with respect to the capacitive field distribution typical of AC cables. 

 

2.1.3 Insulating materials for HV cables 

Apart from mechanical stability and extrudability, a dielectric to be chosen for realizing the 

insulation of both HVAC and HVDC cables should have high breakdown strength and lowest 

possible thermal resistivity. HVAC cable insulation must show low losses, while in HVDC 

systems low space charge retention properties are important.  

 

Most of the cable insulation materials for both AC and DC applications are based on 

polyethylene (PE). PE is a semicrystalline polymer that has good electrical properties (low 

dielectric constant, low dielectric loss, and high breakdown strength) together with other 

desirable properties such as mechanical toughness and flexibility, good resistance to chemicals, 

easy processing, and low cost. Its main drawback is the low melting temperature. This restricts 

the maximum operation temperature to 75°C. To improve this property, PE is cross-linked 

(XLPE). Crosslinking increases maximum operation temperature to 90°C, the emergency 

temperature to 130°C, and the short-circuit maximum temperature to 250°C. Crosslinking also 
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increases impact strength, dimensional stability, tensile strength, thermal properties, chemical 

resistance, and it improves electrical properties, aging, and solvent resistance of polyethylene. 

However, crosslinking makes XLPE a thermoset polymer, therefore non-recyclable. This is a 

drawback that cannot be easily tolerated nowadays as the trend is that the environmental issues 

must be addressed. In addition, the cross-linking by-products within XLPE can create an 

irregular distribution of the dielectric stress and often cause the formation and growth of 

storage centers of space charge that remains trapped within the dielectric. 

 

Attempts to use XLPE for HVDC cables were not successful, as it tends to accumulate space 

charge over time. For this reason, at present most HVDC installations in service all over the 

world use paper–oil insulated cable, mostly mass impregnated non-draining (MIND) whose 

insulation is pure cellulose paper impregnated with oil and resin, since these cable systems 

have shown very high service reliability and good resistance towards space charge 

accumulation (Ildstad, Sletbak et al. 2004). However, paper–oil insulated cables have 

operational limitations (service temperature and installation length) and environmental issues. 

They also have a rather complex and expensive manufacturing process.  

 

It is obvious that there is a need for improvement in the insulating materials used for both high 

voltage AC and DC power cables. To meet the environmental issues, the material of choice for 

insulation layer must be recyclable. This can easily be satisfied by extruded cables having a 

thermoplastic as the insulation layer. Apart from adequate mechanical flexibility, in all 

applications high breakdown strength, low thermal resistivity and low moisture absorption are 

needed. In the case of HVAC cable insulation, the amount of energy loss must be as low as 

possible, while in HVDC systems low space charge retention properties are important. 

 

Therefore, this project aims to introduce a new formulation for HV cable insulating materials 

based on extrudable thermoplastic polymers, while improving their electrical properties by 

modifying the polymer via blending or by incorporating nano-reinforcements.  
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2.2 Polymer nanocomposites as the insulating materials for HV cables 

2.2.1 Nanotechnology: Nanocomposites 

Nanotechnology is a science that pursues knowledge and control of matter at scales ranging 

roughly from 1 to 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena generate new or improved 

physical, chemical, biological properties. Nanocomposites permit to obtain a combination of 

properties not achievable in the traditional composites. The main difference from the 

traditional composites is that the filler dimensions in the latter are above 1 μm while in the 

former the particles are in the order of 10 nm; furthermore, the filler loading required for an 

acceptable performance is typically an order of magnitude less in the nanocomposites. 

 

To obtain the desired behavior it is necessary to have control over the size and distribution of 

the fillers and to understand the role of the interfaces between constituents that are chemically 

and structurally different. Due to the high surface area of the nanostructures, the strong 

interaction between the organic and inorganic phases permits to obtain an improved 

reinforcement of the polymer matrix, and so the nanocomposites exhibit unique properties. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Nanoparticles’ geometrical representation  
a) iso-dimensional, b) nanotubes and c) layered crystals. 
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The particles to be dispersed could be, as represented in Figure 2-4, iso-dimensional when the 

three dimensions are in the order of nanometers, e.g. spherical silica nanoparticles, nanotubes 

or whiskers when two dimensions are on the nanometer scale, e.g. carbon nanotubes, cellulose 

whiskers, and particles in the form of sheets, such as layered crystals or clays. 

 

2.2.2 Nanodielectrics: nanocomposites tuned for HV applications 

The term “Nanodielectric”, short for nanometric dielectric, is assigned to a multicomponent 

dielectric processing nanostructures, the presence of which lead to changes in one or several 

of its dielectric properties (Lewis 1994). An important category of nanodielectrics are polymer 

nanocomposites. Nowadays, it is well-established that electrical properties of polymers can be 

significantly enhanced, as will be discussed later, upon addition of specific nanoparticles. 

Thus, nanodielectrics have gained attention for dielectric application including HV insulation 

(Fréchette, Reed et al. 2006, Fréchette, Larocque et al. 2008).  

 

The extend of improvement in electrical properties of polymer nanocomposites, however, is 

hugely affected by the dispersion/distribution of nanoreinforcement and its interfacial area with 

the polymer matrix. Although these parameters are interrelated, the quality of interfacial area 

is also dependent to the nanoparticle size/area and their compatibility with the polymer host 

making it hard to predict the electrical properties of these specific materials. Nonetheless, 

several models have been introduced to describe the interfacial region in nanocomposites 

(Schönhals and Kremer 2003, Tanaka 2005, Zou, Fothergill et al. 2007, Pitsa and Danikas 

2011).   

 

Different types of nanometric filler particles have been used to prepare nanodielectrics. Metal 

oxide nanoparticles (MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2, ZnO, …) have been shown to significantly alter 

the electrical properties of polymers, even in very low concentration. Improvement in 

breakdown strength and voltage endurance has been seen upon addition of some metal oxide 

nanoparticles into polymers (Ishimoto, Tanaka et al. 2008, David and Fréchette 2013). Also it 

is reported that metal oxide nanoparticles will reduce the mobility of charge carriers in the 
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polymer matrix resulting in an overall reduction of the electrical conductivity and space charge 

accumulation (Fleming, Pawlowski et al. 2005, Murakami, Okuzumi et al. 2010, Milliere, 

Makasheva et al. 2014, Park, Kwon et al. 2014, Du, Li et al. 2017, Wang, Wu et al. 2017).   

 

Another interesting category of nanoparticles in this regards are nitride and carbide 

nanoparticles including silicon nitride (Si3N4), aluminium nitride (AlN), boron nitride (BN) 

and silicon carbide (SiC). They show high thermal conductivities and are mostly tuned for 

electrical applications such as HV insulation systems and HV accessories (Huang, Jiang et al. 

2011). 

 

Finally, anisotropic nanoparticles have also been used for HV applications such as graphene 

oxide (GO) and graphene (Deshmukh, Ahamed et al. 2015, Mancinelli, Fabiani et al. 2015, 

Fabiani, Camprini et al. 2017), BN nanotubes and nanosheets (Golberg, Bando et al. 2010, 

Song, Wang et al. 2012, Heid, Fréchette et al. 2015), as well as nanoclay (Tomer, Polizos et 

al. 2011, Zazoum, David et al. 2014, David, Zazoum et al. 2015, Ghosh, Rahman et al. 2016). 

The anisotropy usually results in unique properties in preferential directions when purposefully 

aligned. In particular, nanoclay with layered structure and the ability to be easily dispersed is 

a great candidate for HV applications. More details about nanoclay and clay-containing 

polymer nanocomposites are discussed in the following sections.  

 

2.2.3 Nanoclay 

As defined by the Clay Mineral Society, clay is a “naturally occurring material composed 

primarily of fine-grained minerals, which is generally plastic at appropriate water contents and 

will harden when dried” (Guggenheim and Martin 1995). Smectite clays are the most used in 

nanocomposites as the inorganic particles especially montmorillonite. The crystal structure of 

layered silicates is built up of two tetrahedral sheets and one octahedral sheet. The structure 

2:1 layered silicates are shown in Figure 2-5. The thickness of each layer is around 1 nm and 

the lateral dimension may vary from 30 nm to several microns. The layers are placed on the 
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top of each other’s forming stacks. These stacked layers have a van der Waals gap between 

layers, which is called the interlayer or gallery. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Crystal structure of 2:1 layered silicates  
Reproduced from (Beyer 2002) 

 

Layered silicates have two particular characteristics that make them perfect for mixing with 

polymers to prepare polymer nanoclay nanocomposites. The first characteristic is the 

dispersion of layered silicates into individual layers in the polymer matrix and the second is 

the finely tuned surface made through cation exchange reactions with organic and inorganic 

cations. Both characteristics are dependent on each other, since the dispersion of layered 

silicate in a particular polymer is related to the interlayer cation (Ray and Okamoto 2003). Due 

to their hydrophilic nature and to be able to mix them with non-polar polymers, layered clays 

usually undergo an organic treatment on the surface to obtain satisfactory dispersion. The 

organic treatment is most of the time based on quaternary ammonium salts in a variety of chain 

lengths (Powell and Beall 2007, Choudalakis and Gotsis 2009). 
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2.2.4 Clay-containing polymer nanocomposites 

The polymer layered silicates nanocomposites have been widely studied, and have shown 

markedly improved mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties compared to pure polymer 

or conventional, microscale (Ray and Okamoto 2003). Due to their high aspect ratio, the 

addition of clay in polymers can act as reinforcement in the same way as glass fiber or 

microscale inorganic nanofiller. Thus clay-containing polymer nanocomposites are expected 

to have unique characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Different structures of polymer layered silicates (PLS) nanocomposite, 
reproduced from (Albdiry, Yousif et al. 2013) 

 

With regards to preparation, depending on the nature of the components and the method of 

preparation three main types of composites may be obtained as illustrated in Figure 2-6. In an 

intercalated structure, polymer chains intercalate between the layered structures of the clay 

and effectively expand the distance between the layers. Polymer chains penetrate inside the 
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galleries of layered silicates and make a “crystallographically regular fashion” structure. A 

flocculated structure conceptually is similar to an intercalated one; however, in this structure 

silicate layers become flocculated due to the hydroxilated edge-edge interaction. The last type 

is the exfoliated structure in which layered silicates are separated to their individual layers. The 

layers disperse continuously in the polymer matrix at random orientation and have an average 

distance with a value that is dependent on the amount of nanoclay loading. 

 

2.2.5 Preparation methods of polymer/clay nanocomposite 

Three main methods are generally available for preparation of polymer layered silicate 

nanocomposites. The differences between these methods are the result of the initial materials 

and the processing techniques used (Manias, Touny et al. 2001, Ray and Okamoto 2003, 

Albdiry, Yousif et al. 2013) : 

 

Intercalation of polymer or pre-polymer from solution: Polymer or prepolymer is dissolved in 

a solvent (e.g. water, chloroform or toluene), which is appropriate for the dispersion of the 

silicate layers. The polymer chains intercalate into the interlayer silicates in the solution phase 

and remain in the intercalated structure after removal form the solvent. This method is limited 

to a limited number of polymers, which have a suitable and available solvent that is also 

suitable for the clay. It is useful for producing polymer nanocomposites with little or no 

polarity. However, this method is not commercially viable because of high cost of solvent 

recovery, making it environmentally unfriendly. 

 

In situ intercalative polymerization method: In this method, the silicate layers disperse within 

the liquid monomer or monomer solution. The polymerization process can be initiated by heat 

or radiation, suitable initiator or fixed catalyst, which leads to the formation of an exfoliated 

structure. Most factors, including the requirement for separate production lines or major 

changes to existing production facilities, limit the commercialization of this method. 
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Melt intercalation method: Structurally, polymer/layered silicates are prepared under 

annealing polymer glass transition or melting temperature conditions, as well as shear mixing. 

Above their softening point polymer chains move easily, and can intercalate between silicate 

layers. In Figure 2-7, a schematic of the melt intercalation method is shown. This preparation 

method is environmentally friendly and economically favorable compared to other methods 

because of the absence of solvents in this technique. In addition, evidence suggests that a 

conventional processing technique, such as the twin-screw extruder, is an effective way for the 

dispersion of layered silicates within the polymer (Vaia and Giannelis 1997). A range of 

nanocomposite structures, from intercalated to exfoliated, can be obtained by this method.  

 

 

Figure 2-7 Schematic of melt intercalation method 
reproduced from (Ray and Okamoto 2003) 

 

2.2.6 Effect of nanoclay on electrical properties of polymers 

Extensive research has been carried out on clay nanocomposites. Clay-containing 

nanocomposites have already been used in many applications and the processes to achieve 

organically modified clays are well-developed. Clay dispersion in polymer materials has 

shown to improve fundamental properties including mechanical properties (Lan and Pinnavaia 

1994), thermal properties (Messersmith and Giannelis 1994) and electrical insulation 

properties (Lee and Lin 2006). Clay dispersion can impart new functional properties in 

polymer materials such as gas barrier (Yano, Usuki et al. 1993) and flame resistance (Zhu, 

Morgan et al. 2001). 
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They are also reported to have enhanced dielectric properties, i.e. higher breakdown strength 

comparing to the neat polymer. This is possible thanks to the high aspect ratio and surface area 

that increase the tortuosity and scattering opposing the flow of charge carriers, especially when 

clay layers are oriented (Tomer, Polizos et al. 2011, David, Fréchette et al. 2013, Zazoum, 

David et al. 2014). Clay nanocomposites have also shown to have higher resistance to PD 

erosion than the base polymer (Kozako, Fuse et al. 2004) and delay electrical treeing 

propagation . 

 

On the other hand, other important electrical properties of clay-containing nanocomposites 

such space charge accumulation have not been fully discussed. In this work, a comprehensive 

look will be given to the electrical properties of clay containing nanocomposites based on 

LDPE and PP including evaluating the dielectric spectra, the role of thickness in breakdown 

strength, dc conductivity and space charge accumulation. 

 

2.3 Modified matrix: polymer blends 

Modification of polymer matrix via blending is now a new trend to improve the dielectric and 

breakdown behavior of semi-crystalline polymers. This enhancement could be as a result of 

modification of the structure ordering and crystallinity of the polymer. Here the polymer blends 

and their morphology are briefly reviewed. At the end, readers will be introduced to SEBS, 

polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene, as an excellent candidate to form a 

blend with polyolefin. 

 

2.3.1 Polymer blends classification 

A polymer blend is a mixture of two or more polymers that have been blended together to 

create a new material with different physical properties (Paul and Newman 1978). All-

important performance properties can be improved by blend systems. Notable among the 

properties are flow, mechanical strength, thermal stability, and cost. From the morphological 

point of view, polymer blends can be classified into two main categories: 
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Miscible polymer blend, a polymer blend that is homogenous at a microscopic scale (i.e., 

achieving a state of equilibrium at a molecular level). 

 

Immiscible polymer blend, a polymer blend that is at a phase-separated state of mixing at a 

molecular level with the composition of the separated phases pure or identical to the pure 

components prior to blending. This is the most common case of polymer blends due to the fact 

that most polymers are immiscible. 

 

The morphologies of the miscible and immiscible polymer blends are distinct from each other. 

The miscible polymer blends exhibit single phase morphology. In an immiscible blend, two 

phases are present: the discrete phase (domain), which is lower in concentration, and the 

continuous phase, which is higher in concentration. In some cases, the two phases may not 

have a well-defined boundary (partially miscible). Each component of the blend penetrates the 

other phase at a molecular level. The molecular mixing that occurs at the interface of a partially 

miscible two-phase blend can stabilize the domains and improve the interfacial adhesion. 

 

In this project, we are interested in the immiscible type of polymer blends, since their 

multiphase nature and controllable morphology works in the favor of being a good choice to 

help dispersing nanoparticles inside the polyolefin matrix. To achieve that, the interfacial 

chemistry and the dispersed phase morphology must be well-controlled. In particular, the 

control of the morphology of the dispersed phase under melt-processing conditions is of great 

importance due to the increasing interest in using melt compounding techniques in the mixing 

and dispersion of polymers. 

 

2.3.2 Morphology of immiscible polymer blends 

As multiphase materials, the properties of immiscible polymer blends are considerably 

influenced by their phase structure. The final morphology of a polymer blend prepared by melt 

mixing is a result of the complex relationships of inner and outer parameters. Besides the 
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chemical structure and rheological properties of pure components or blend composition as 

inner parameters, applied flow field or temperature as outer factors influence the morphology 

development to great extent. Therefore, by changing the composition of the blend or processing 

conditions it is possible to obtain materials with morphologies of different types (Robeson 

2007). 

 

Generally, the vast majority of immiscible polymer blends can be classified as a blend with 

either dispersed (droplet/matrix) or co-continuous morphology, as shown schematically in 

Figure 2-8. If the amount of component A is low, it forms a dispersed particles surrounded by 

a matrix of component B. Increasing the amount of phase A, the size of the dispersed domains 

grows and approaching the threshold of geometric percolation the first continuous structures 

appear. The morphology is considered co-continuous when both of the phases are fully 

continuous. With a further increase in the concentration of A, the structures of phase B 

disintegrate and finally the phases invert and A forms the matrix of the blend and B the 

dispersed phase. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Basic types of phase structures in polymer blends 

 

In order to minimize the free surface energy of the system, the dispersed particles tend to 

achieve a spherical shape. However, many anisotropic particle shapes, such as ellipsoids, 

fibrils or platelets, can be observed in polymer blends as the final morphology is often 

quenched immediately after melt processing. Thus, any particles deformed by the shear and/or 

elongational stresses applied in the mixing devices are solidified before they can regain an 

energetically favorable spherical shape. 
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2.3.2.1 Morphology development during melt processing 

Most of polymer blends are produced by melt-mixing from powders or pellets of pure 

components. In the initial stage of mixing the original, typically millimeter-sized solid particles 

are heated and sheared, and during melting the size of the domains decreases into the micro 

range. In this early mixing stage, the pellets in contact with the hot walls of a processing device 

are exposed to high shear stresses and disintegrate into thin sheets or ribbons (Scott and 

Macosko 1995). Subsequently, as the thickness of these sheets decreases in the micrometer 

range, the interfacial forces become important and holes are formed in the sheets. These lacey 

structures then break up into irregularly shaped particles, which in turn break up further or 

relax into near-spherical particles. This mechanism leads to a rapid decrease in the dispersed 

particle sizes during the first few minutes of mixing. 

 

After the initial stage of mixing the domain size decreases only slightly such that, after some 

time, the phase structure no longer shows any changes. In this steady state time interval, the 

morphology is stable until thermal degradation alters the rheological properties of polymers 

considerably. The morphology development during mixing is a result of the competition 

between droplet deformation and break-up on one side, and droplet coalescence on the other 

side (Fortelný, Kovář et al. 1996). In steady-state mixing these two processes are in dynamic 

equilibrium, and this determines the final shape and size of the phase domains. 

 

Another process influencing blend morphology is the coalescence of the dispersed particles. 

In contrast to droplet break-up, coalescence leads to an increase in droplet size and a coarsening 

of the phase structure. It is a consequence of the collision of droplets having different 

velocities. When two droplets approach each other, they begin to deform due to the axial force, 

and at the same time the matrix film between the particles is squeezed out. If the critical 

distance between the particles is reached, the matrix film ruptures and the droplets merge. 

 

Overall, the development of the final morphology is a consequence of complex relationships 

between the viscosity and elasticity of the components, the processing conditions, the chemical 
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structure of the components, and the blend composition. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the 

shape, size and spatial arrangement of the phases. 

 

2.3.3 SEBS to form blend with polyolefin 

An interesting type of polymers are block copolymers. A block copolymer molecule contains 

two or more polymer chains attached at their ends. They can have different types of 

morphology (i.e. diblock, triblock …) depending on composition, thermodynamical affinity 

between components, rheological properties of phases, and history of processing conditions 

(Carastan, Amurin et al. 2013). When one block has a glass-transition temperature (Tg) above 

ambient temperature and one below ambient temperature, the result is a micrometric mixture 

of hard and soft parts known as thermoplastic elastomers. This especial type of block 

copolymers behaves as a rubber at ambient conditions, but can be molded at high temperatures 

due to the presence of the glassy domains that act as physical cross-links. Thermoplastic 

elastomers can also be used as a host template for nanofillers. In fact, both immiscible blends 

and block copolymers constitute self-ordered structures with controllable morphologies 

offering various possibilities to disperse nanofillers, nanoclay platelets in our case, based on 

the affinity of the selected nano-charge to one phase or another. 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Chemical Structure of SEBS 

 

One interesting type of triblock copolymers is SEBS which is composed of polystyrene blocks 

at both ends and a rubber block at the middle. It is a thermoplastic elastomer that combines 

advantages of both rubbery and plastic materials. It features self-assembled nanodomains and 

exhibits excellent mechanical properties combining both the thermoplastic and the elastomer 

behaviors (Holden, Kricheldorf et al. 2004, Balsamo, Lorenzo et al. 2006, Carastan, Amurin 
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et al. 2013). The polystyrene end-blocks form domains that act as multifunctional junction 

points to give an elastomeric network and the cross-links are formed by a physical rather than 

a chemical process (Figure 2-9). Thus, at room temperature, the material behaves as a 

conventional vulcanized elastomer, but when it is heated, the domains soften, the network loses 

its strength and eventually the block copolymer can flow; the changes experienced by the 

material upon heating are completely reversible (Legge 1987).  

 

 

Figure 2-10 Domain Structure of SEBS (from www.eastman.com) 

 

When making a blend, SEBS is a great choice. Its hydrogenated polybutadiene midblock has 

a similar structure to LDPE and PP ensuring a good compatibility with polyolefins (Agari, 

Ueda et al. 1993). Also the relatively polar aromatic rings of PS block provide chemical affinity 

to some inorganic nanoparticles such as nanoclays (Carastan, Amurin et al. 2014, Kuester, 

Barra et al. 2016). SEBS and SEBS grafted maleic anhydride (SEBS-MA) can compensate for 

decreased toughness of clay-containing nanocomposites, especially based on PP, while 

maintaining the improved electrical properties. Apart from water treeing retardant agent (Ma, 

Jiang et al. 2010, Liu, Mhetar et al. 2011) and dielectric elastomer actuators (Mc Carthy, Risse 

et al. 2009, Kofod, Risse et al. 2011, Stoyanov, Kollosche et al. 2011), SEBS is now gaining 

attention as a recyclable polymer to form blend with polyolefin as insulating materials for HV 

applications, especially for HV cable insulation (Zhang, Zha et al. 2017). 
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In this work, two grades of SEBS have been used to modify the morphology of clay containing 

nanocomposites based on LDPE and PP. It is expected that SEBS and the resultant immiscible 

blend will act as a template matrix to control the dispersion/distribution of nanoclay and 

therefore directly affect the electrical properties of those nanocomposites. 
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Abstract 

 

Microstructure and electrical breakdown properties of blends and nanocomposites based on 

low-density polyethylene (LDPE) have been discussed. A series of LDPE nanocomposites 

containing different amount of organomodified montmorillonite (clay) with and without 

compatibilizer have been prepared by means of melt compounding. Two sets of blends of 

LDPE with two grades of Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene block copolymers have been 

prepared to form cocontinuous structure and host the nanoreinforcement. A high degree of 

dispersion of oriented clay was observed through X-ray diffraction, scanning, and transmission 

electron microscopy. This was confirmed by the solid-like behavior of storage modulus in low 

frequencies in rheological measurement results. An alteration in the morphology of blends was 

witnessed upon addition of clay where the transportation phenomenon to the copolymer phase 
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resulted in a downsizing on the domain size of the constituents of the immiscible blends. The 

AC breakdown strength of nanocomposites significantly increased when clay was 

incorporated. The partially exfoliated and intercalated clay platelets are believed to distribute 

the electric stress and prolong the breakdown time by creating a tortuous path for charge 

carriers. However, the incorporation of clay has been shown to diminish the DC breakdown 

strength of nanocomposites, mostly due to the thermal instability brought by clay. 

 

Keywords: Electrical breakdown strength, polymer blend, nanocomposite, clay, block 

copolymer 

 

3.1 Introduction 

It has been more than eight decades that synthetic polymers have been used as solid electrical 

insulating materials because of their excellent dielectric properties, the most important of 

which is the high dielectric breakdown strength. When a dielectric is subjected to a rising 

voltage, with a high enough applied electrical field the electrical pressure will eventually 

overcome the insulating material and electrical charge carriers will flow. Current flow behavior 

through an insulator is not linear as in conductors and practically no electrons will flow below 

a certain threshold level, above which current will gain sufficient kinetic energy and forcibly 

runs through the material. Electrons will multiply as a result of the ionization of the collision 

process, electronic conduction takes place and breakdown occurs. This mechanism is known 

as avalanche process (Zeller, Pfluger et al. 1984, Kao 2004) and the dielectric strength is 

defined as the highest voltage the insulator withstands before breakdown divided by its 

thickness. However, this is not the only known mechanism and breakdown may occur in 

advance of electron avalanche by insulation melting due to temperature rise (thermal 

breakdown), enhanced electric stress when the insulation thickness is mechanically reduced 

(electromechanical breakdown) or due to partial discharge (Dissado and Fothergill 1992, 

Zakrevskii, Sudar et al. 2003, Blythe and Bloor 2005, Tanaka 2016). In reality the mechanism 

of dielectric breakdown is more complicated in many polymers and pre-existing discontinuities 

also contribute to the cumulative breakdown. It was found out that impurities, defects and 
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degradation caused by electric field or heat will accelerate the failure (Jonscher and Lacoste 

1984). Extensive works have been done to understand the behavior of polymers towards 

electrical breakdown which has led to considering several factors such as thickness, 

surrounding medium, pressure and temperature, all along with the complicated morphology 

and structure of polymers which make the understanding of breakdown process very difficult. 

 

One proposed solution to improve the breakdown strength of polymers consists of adding a 

reinforcing inclusion as fillers (composites). Despite improvements in mechanical and thermal 

properties, micro inclusions are believed to decrease the breakdown strength of polymers as 

they may act as defects (Wang, Iizuka et al. 2011). Consequently, nanofiller inclusions have 

been introduced recently to overcome the negative effects (Cao, Irwin et al. 2004, Tanaka 

2016), thus creating a new area of materials called nanometric dielectrics or nanodielectrics 

(Lewis 1994). Nanoparticles which may be chemically modified with different approaches in 

order to have polar or non-polar functional groups on their surface have shown very promising 

results (Li, Yin et al. 2010). It is well known that they have a great influence on breakdown 

properties of polymers, especially by the change in morphology of the semicrystalline 

polymers (Roy, Nelson et al. 2005). They reduce the internal field (Nelson, Fothergill et al. 

2002) and alter the space charge distribution within the polymer matrix (Fabiani, Mancinelli 

et al. 2016). Furthermore, the interface between polymer and nanoparticle plays a crucial role 

in the dielectric breakdown performance (Lewis 2004, Zazoum, David et al. 2014). The final 

obtained morphology and the physical and chemical characteristics of the interface are greatly 

influenced by the dispersion and localization of nanoparticles, and the nature of both phases, 

which will eventually influence the breakdown process by changing the micro-scale aspects 

i.e. traps, free volume and carrier mobility (Li, Yang et al. 2016). Therefore, considerable 

attentions must be paid to tailor the interface with proper physical and chemical methods to 

obtain improved dielectric breakdown properties (Huang, Ma et al. 2009, Peng, Huang et al. 

2010). 

 

Another well-established approach to develop new materials is polymer blending (Robeson 

2007). Since usually polymers have low mixing entropy, most polymer pairs tend to make an 
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immiscible blend (Coleman, Painter et al. 1995). During the mixing process and at rest, the 

dynamic interplay between rheological phenomena determines the final morphology of the 

blend. When having different mixing proportion, the minor component tends to distribute all 

over the major phase as droplets. However, in a narrow range of composition with proper 

processing, the blend microstructure can turn into co-continuous, distinguished by a mutual 

interpenetration of the two components. This type of microstructure is well-known for its 

tunable and substantial combination of functional and structural properties, but is hard to 

achieve (Pötschke and Paul 2003). It has been well-established that nanoparticles can be 

adopted to stabilize the morphology of immiscible blends (Filippone, Dintcheva et al. 2010, 

Kar, Biswas et al. 2015, Pawar and Bose 2015). However, this approach has not been fully 

employed to discover the potential improvements in electrical breakdown properties of 

polymers. 

 

In this paper, attempts to evaluate the short-term AC and DC electrical breakdown properties 

for clay-based nanocomposites of low density polyethylene (LDPE) have been presented, 

alongside with observation of the morphology of those materials. Also the possibility of using 

a binary blend to achieve a tailored dispersion of nanoclays to result in an improved AC and 

DC electrical breakdown was evaluated. 

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials and Processing 

Commercially available premixed LDPE/Clay masterbatch (nanoMax®-LDPE) containing 

50% organomodified Montmorillonite (O-MMT) was supplied from Nanocor and used as the 

source of the nanoreinforcement. The masterbatch was further diluted with low-density 

polyethylene (LDPE), supplied from Marplex in powder form with a density of 0.922 g/cm3 

and MFI of 0.9 g/10 min (190 °C/2.16 kg), to the desired concentrations of clay.  Maleic 

anhydride grafted linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE-g-MA) was supplied from DuPont 

(Fusabond M603) and has been used as a compatibilizer. It has a density of 0.940 g/cm3 and 
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MFI of 25 g/min, and is being referred to as MA in this manuscript. Two series of 

nanocomposites were prepared with and without 5 wt% of the compatibilizer, with 

concentration profile of clay being set as 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 15%. 

The same procedure was used to prepare blends and nanocomposites of LDPE with two grades 

of polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) thermoplastic elastomer 

supplied from Kraton: G1652 and FG1901. The former with a MFI of 5 (230 ̊ C/2.16 kg) based 

on ASTM D1238 (as declared by the supplier) is referred to as SEBS in this manuscript. The 

latter with a MFI of 22, contains 1.4-2 wt% of maleic anhydride (MA) is referred to as SEBS-

MA. Both grades contain 30 wt% fractions of polystyrene (PS) block in their structure and 

have a density of 0.91 g/cm3. 

 

Melt compounding via extrusion process has been performed using a co-rotating twin screw 

extruder. All materials were dried prior to extrusion in a vacuum oven at 45 ˚C for at least 36 

h and manually pre-mixed. A temperature profile of 145-170 ˚C was set from hopper to die. 

The pellets obtained were press-molded using an electrically heated hydraulic press into thin 

plates with various thicknesses regarding the future characterization. Samples were first 

preheated for 5 minutes and then hot-pressed at 155 ˚C (165 ˚C for blends) for another 5 

minutes under the pressure of 10 MPa. Press plates then were water-cooled with a rate of 10 

˚C per minute to the ambient temperature. Table 3-1 represents a summary of the composition 

of the final blends and nanocomposites. In case of blends the mass fractions of the two phases 

are set equal.  

 

Table 3-1 Composition and nomenclature of LDPE/SEBS blends and  
nanocomposites ( n=1, 2.5, 5, 10 & 15) 

 LDPE  
(wt%) 

Clay  
(%) 

MA  
(wt%) 

SEBS  
(wt%) 

SEBS-MA  
(wt%) 

LDPE/nC (100 – n) n - - - 

LDPE/MA/nC (95 – n) n 5 - - 

LDPE/SEBS 50 - - 50 - 

LDPE/SEBS-MA 50 - - - 50 

LDPE/SEBS/5C 47.5 5 - 47.5 - 

LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C 47.5 5 - - 47.5 
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3.2.2 Characterization 

The morphology of the as-obtained nanocomposites was characterized by high resolution 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi SU-8230 Field Emission-STEM 

microscope. Samples were cryogenically cut and sputtered with a 20 nm layer of platinum 

using a Turbo-Pumped Sputter Coater (Q150T S) prior to the observation. Solvent extraction 

has been used to investigate the microscopic structure of the blends. Some samples were held 

in toluene for 24 h while being gently stirred at room temperature and then washed with alcohol 

before SEM observation.  

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy has been also conducted. With respect to SEM, it employs 

electron beam instead of light beam. It has been done using a FEI Tecnai G2F20 S/TEM, 

operated at 200 kV. The device is equipped with a Gatan Ultrascan 4000 4k x 4k CCD Camera 

System (Model 895). Samples were cryogenically cut to create thin layers that allow electron 

beam penetration. The point-to-point and line resolutions of the TEM are respectively 0.24 nm 

and 0.17 nm. 

 

X-ray diffraction has been employed to evaluate the degree of dispersion and 

intercalation/exfoliation of the nanoclay using PANanalytical X’Pert Pro with Kα radiation (λ 

= 1.542 Å ). Accelerating voltage and electrical current was set to 40 kV and 40 mA 

respectively. The scanning was conducted from 2° to 10° with a step size of 0.102° and the 

counting time was 400 ms per step. Bragg’s law was used to calculate the intercalate spacing 

(d001) as: 

2d sinθ=λ           (2-1) 

 

Where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation used, d is the distant between the diffraction 

of lattice plans, and θ is the diffraction angle measured (Pavlidou and Papaspyrides 2008). 

 

The morphological data were further enriched by conducting rheological measurement at 160 

˚C via a strain-controlled rheometer (MCR 501 Anton Paar). First a strain sweep was carried 
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out to determine the linear viscoelastic range, then small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) 

tests were performed in the frequency range from 0.01 to 300 rad.s-1. Samples in parallel plate 

geometry with diameter of 25 mm were used in a 1 mm sample gap. 

 

The AC short-term breakdown test was conducted to measure the dielectric strength of the 

samples using a BAUR DTA 100 device where the samples are gently held between the 

electrodes (ball-type, 4 mm diameter) while all immersed in insulating oil (Luminol TR-i, 

Petro-Canada) to avoid flashover. Method A from ASTM D149 was chosen, according to 

which the ramp was set to 2 kV/s and continued until failure of the sample.  The test was 

performed at ambient temperature and the insulating oil was dried in vacuum oven for a 

minimum of 48 h. Twenty specimens were tested for each sample. Each time before changing 

the sample, the oil was removed and fully replaced, and the electrodes were cleaned. A 

thickness of 140 μm was used for the breakdown test; while to find out the role of thickness 

on the breakdown strength variation, the test was also conducted for two other thicknesses (200 

μm and 300 μm) for LDPE/Clay nanocomposites. A power law relationship was used to correct 

the measurement data as a result of the non-uniformity in the thickness of specimens, as 

discussed in (Helal, Demarquette et al. 2016). 

 

The same approach was used to measure the DC breakdown strength of the samples having 

200 μm thickness. Specimens were placed between a spherical electrode on top (30 mm 

diameter) and a disk-shape electrode on the bottom. The diameter of the lower electrode was 

60 with a rounding radius of 7 mm. Electrodes were placed in a container while immersed in 

mineral oil. The specimens were subjected to a voltage raise of 5 kV/s. Eight specimens were 

tested for each sample, between which the oil was renewed completely. LabView software was 

used to computerize the measuring system. Figure 3-1 depicts a schematic representation of 

the measurement setups used for both high voltage AC and DC breakdown tests. A 

commercially available software was used to retrieve the data for both AC and DC breakdown 

strengths based on two-parameter Weibull distribution. 
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Figure 3-1 Electrical breakdown measurement  
setup for: a) AC short term, b) DC short term 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

Figure 3-2 shows the X-ray diffraction spectra for the LDPE clay nanocomposites. This 

technique allows us to determine the interlayer distance of nanoclay by utilizing Brag’s law. 

The identification of the nanocomposite structure can be done via monitoring the intensity, 

shape and position of the basal reflection peaks. The layers of the silicates usually form stacks 

with a regular van der Waals gap, called the interlayer or the gallery. A single layer has a 

thickness around 1 nm but tactoids formed by several layers can reach up to several hundreds 

of micron when forming stacks (Alexandre and Dubois 2000). According to the Brag’s law, a 

shift of diffraction peak toward lower diffraction angle is a sign of an increase in the interlayer 

spacing as a result of polymer intercalation. Higher extent of polymer intercalation would 
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result in a greater shift toward lower value of 2θ, signaling a better dispersion of the clay 

nanoplatelets (Alexandre and Dubois 2000, Eesaee and Shojaei 2014). This increase in 

interlayer spacing also decreases the periodicity which reflects a reduction in the intensity of 

the peak. 

 

The XRD measurements were conducted with two different positions of the samples, having 

the radiation starting parallel and perpendicular to the surface of the sample. As can be seen in 

Figure 3-2.a, in parallel emission there is a unanimous peak at 2θ of 6.34 corresponding to an 

interlayer spacing of around 1.39 nm, and no evident sign of the primary diffraction peak (d001); 

While the corresponding peak for masterbatch happens at 2θ of 7.26 showing a shift of 

diffraction peak for nanocomposites to lower degrees originating from the increase in the 

interlayer spacing during the melt mixing. That means at least one extended polymer chain is 

intercalated between the stacks of silicate layers. As expected the intensity of the peak 

increases with the increase in the amount of clay incorporated. For sample containing 5 wt% 

of MA (LDPE/MA/5C), the diffraction peak occurs at the same place but is broader than the 

original nanocomposite (LDPE/5C). This broadening of the diffraction peak suggests that the 

degree of dispersion of the clay within the polymer matrix is further improved, possibly due to 

the polar interactions between the maleic anhydride groups in the compatibilizer and the 

hydroxyl groups of clay and the increase in the shear stress because of the low molecular 

weight of MA. This may end up in formation of covalent bond and facilitate the penetration of 

polymer chains into the galleries of clay (Dumont, Reyna-Valencia et al. 2007). 

 

When the direction of the radiation is normal to the surface of the sample (Figure 3-2.b), 

nanocomposites patterns show some fluctuations but no clear peak can be recognized. The 

same pattern is seen for the masterbatch. This is probably due to the orientation of the clay 

layers parallel to the surface when molded in hydraulic press under high temperature and high 

pressure into thin plates. This was possible since the final thickness of the samples were all 

less than 300 μm, and under pressure the molten polymer had to flow in the directions 

perpendicular to the applied pressure. Thicker samples have not been prepared, however, it is 
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expected that the anisotropy of the clay is maximum under the highest applied pressure 

(Tokarský, Kulhánková et al. 2016). 

 

 

Figure 3-2 X-ray diffraction pattern for LDPE nanocomposites:  
(a) Parallel emission and (b) perpendicular emission 

 

However, XRD do not fully reveal the spatial distribution of the layered silicates; besides, 

some layered silicates do not show observable basal reflections. Therefore, the morphology of 

the nanocomposite must also be evaluated by other means of spectroscopy. 

 

3.3.2 Scanning (SEM) & Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

The dispersion of nanoclay was examined using SEM and TEM. Figure 3-3 shows both 

techniques’ micrographs of LDPE nanocomposites reinforced with 5% clay. Stacks of clay 

tactoids with a high degree of aspect ratio and surface area are visible in both cases. They are 

uniformly distributed throughout the polyethylene matrix. A noticeable orientation of clay 

stacks is visible which is in agreement with the XRD results. The distances between clay sheets 
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are huge and stacks are totally separated from each other. Moreover, there are clear signs of 

polymer intercalation in some clay stacks as can be seen in TEM micrograph. However, sheets 

of clay are not fully inlaid within the LDPE matrix and despite the achieved separation, a 

noticeable amount of gaps is visible from SEM micrograph in the interfacial area. This hints 

that even surface modification of the clay does not fully repair the poor bond and weak 

interaction between hydrophilic silicate layers with the hydrophobic polyethylene. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 SEM (a) and TEM (b) micrographs for LDPE/5C 
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The SEM micrographs of blends and their nanocomposites are shown in Figure 3-4, alongside 

with their corresponding images where the SEBS phase is selectively removed using solvent 

extraction process. The white areas are believed to be the elastomer phase. When SEBS is 

blended with LDPE (a-d), a random micrometric mixture of the two phases are visible, which 

is revealed from the solvent extracted images to be a co-continuous structure. When SEBS-

MA is used (e-h), the resultant is still a co-continuous structure. However, the elastomer phase 

is less evident, possibly because of the optical effects of MA grafted to the SEBS molecules. 

 

Due to the complexity of the images, it is hard to point out the possible stacks of clay, but a 

noticeable change in the structure of both blends is obvious when 5% of clay is incorporated. 

The nanocomposites maintain the co-continuity but it goes to smaller dimensions. Regarding 

the elastomer phase, the curves and arcs are much smaller in the presence of nanoclay. Also 

the black holes in the solvent extracted images, representing the absence of the elastomer 

phase, have lower diameters. This downsizing effect of clay on the domain size of the 

constituents of the immiscible blends having cocontinuous structure has been previously 

reported (As' habi, Jafari et al. 2008, Filippone, Dintcheva et al. 2010). That means the 

introduction of clay into the blend actually alters the morphology of the blends. Clay may 

prevent or slowdown the coalescence phenomenon by acting as solid barriers or can act as 

compatibilizer and interact with the two components simultaneously (Ray, Pouliot et al. 2004, 

Liu, Wang et al. 2009). Even under weak interaction, clay has been reported to act as coupling 

agent among the polymer constituents (Si, Araki et al. 2006, Fang, Xu et al. 2007). 
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Figure 3-4 SEM micrographs of LDPE blends before and after solvent extraction: (a) and (b) 
LDPE/SEBS, (c) and (d) LDPE/SEBS//5C, (e) and (f) LDPE/SEBS-MA, and (g) and (h) 

LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C. 
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Regarding the SEM images of LDPE/SEBS-MA blend and nanocomposite (Figure 3-4 e&g), 

the surface texture appears to be more homogenously dispersed and domains are stretched 

alongside each other, signaling a smooth and strong interaction between the two polymers. 

This is probably due to the refinement of the SEBS backbone by grafted MA. Lower viscosity 

ratio of SEBS-MA also would induce a change of hydrodynamic stresses during the mixing, 

enhance the refinement by improving the phase separation kinetics and decreasing the 

interfacial tension (Minkova, Yordanov et al. 2003). However, the immiscibility in the blend 

comes from the polystyrene blocks of the elastomer phase which is highly incompatible with 

LDPE. Therefore, the refinement of ethylene-butylene midblock of the elastomer cannot 

dramatically change its mixing behavior. It would, however, make the elastomer phase more 

attractive towards clay, promote the melt intercalation process and accelerate the clay 

transportation. 

 

It appears that the localization of clay and its possible selective interaction with the blend 

matrix constituents controls the morphology of the final nanocomposite. It is well-recognized 

that the localization of the nanoparticles is mostly determined during the mixing stage and 

further in the melting process. In low viscosity blends, the thermodynamic preferential 

attraction between nanoparticles and blend constituents determines the localization of 

nanoparticles, whereas, for higher viscosity, kinetic parameters such as sequence of feeding 

and viscosity difference of the components are dominating. 

 

Direct feeding was used to prepare the samples, however, clay was available in the form of 

masterbatch, meaning it had already been mixed with polyethylene. This order of the 

component mixing directly influences the clay distribution and preferential localization since 

polyethylene is the less favorable phase for clay to be distributed in due to the polarity 

difference and thermodynamic attraction. In a binary system of clay and SEBS matrix, it was 

shown that clay nanoparticles would locate into polystyrene (PS) cylinders of SEBS and further 

into poly(ethylene-co-butylene) (PEB) blocks in case of SEBS-MA (Helal, Demarquette et al. 

2015). With a narrow range of viscosity difference between the two polymer components, the 

interfacial energy becomes the main parameter determining the direction of redistribution of 
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the nanoparticle (Sumita, Sakata et al. 1991, Asai, Sakata et al. 1992, Persson and Bertilsson 

1998). Therefore, there is a great chance that during the melt processing clay would be 

transported from polyethylene phase to the elastomer phase. A similar phenomenon was 

reported for carbon black nanoparticles and assumed to be the only feasible approach (Zaikin, 

Karimov et al. 2001, Zaikin, Zharinova et al. 2007). Also in another study Elias et al. (Elias, 

Fenouillot et al. 2007) reported that the hydrophilic silica would transfer from polypropylene 

to polystyrene phase during the melt mixing. Later, they reported the same mechanism for 

silica in polypropylene/Ethylene Vinyl acetate (EVA) blend (Elias, Fenouillot et al. 2008). As 

a result of this transportation the coalescence mechanism is obstructed and the polymer 

domains shrink into smaller size. 

 

To evaluate this hypothesis, TEM observation was also conducted on LDPE/SEBS/5C sample, 

as illustrated in Figure 3-5. As can be seen, the orientation of clay sheets is hugely affected by 

the co-continuous structure of the blend matrix. Clay stacks and separated layers can be spotted 

in both phases that confirms the nanofiller’s transportation, however, they are mainly located 

in the interface. This was expected since the mixing time do not exceed a few minutes and is 

well lower than the Brownian diffusion time required for clay to reach the preferred 

localization. Also the high aspect ratio of clay reduces the speed of the transportation. For the 

same reason the chance of clay getting stuck in the interface of the two phases is high, where 

also happens to be the area with low interfacial energy. Helal et al. (Helal, Amurin et al. 2017) 

estimated the wetting coefficient of ZnO nanoparticles in PE/SEBS-MA blend and reported 

that the nanoparticles should be mainly localized in SEBS-MA phase and probably at the 

interface PE/SEBS-MA. This conclusion can also be applied here since the values of surface 

tension for ZnO and organomodified clay are close to each other. 
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Figure 3-5 TEM micrograph of LDPE/SEBS/5C  
(schematic phase representation on top) 
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3.3.3 Rheological properties 

To have more insight of the dispersion of the clay and the morphology of the blends and 

nanocomposites at larger scale, Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) test has been 

conducted. A small amplitude oscillatory strain under the processing temperature will result in 

a time-dependent linear shear stress. This linear viscoelastic approach of rheology gives us 

advantages of the sensitivity of rheology to nanostructure to gain understanding of the 

dispersion and the final morphology obtained in the presence of nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 3-6 shows plots of storage modulus of LDPE and its blends and nanocomposites as a 

function of angular frequency. For neat LDPE a predictable terminal behavior is seen with a 

high slop and drop of the modulus at low frequencies. Similar behavior was obtained with the 

addition of nanoparticle up to 5% of clay where the plots of nanocomposites overlap the LDPE 

(not shown here) and show a homopolymer-like terminal behavior. This hints a relatively weak 

interfacial interaction of clay with LDPE, as was seen in SEM micrographs. Therefore, it is 

believed that within this range the nanoparticles’ contribution is limited to the hydrodynamic 

effect. At 10% loading of clay (LDPE/10C) the curve slightly shifts to higher values. At 15% 

loading of clay (LDPE/15C) the increase is much larger and a plateau of storage modulus can 

be seen at low frequencies. At this point the rheological percolation threshold has been reached 

and nanocomposite exhibits a liquid-solid transition (LST) (Cassagnau 2008, Song and Zheng 

2015). The increase of elasticity can be originated from the three-dimensional network formed 

by the clay-clay and/or clay-LDPE interaction and the resulting limitation in the molecular 

motion of the polymer which inclines the plot toward a solid-like response (Ren, Silva et al. 

2000, Bagheri-Kazemabad, Fox et al. 2012). A similar behavior has been reported for 

nanoparticles other than clay (Lee, Im et al. 2006, Romeo, Filippone et al. 2008, Sarvestani 

2008, Wu, Wu et al. 2008, Gong, Wu et al. 2009). In case of the nanocomposite containing 

compatibilizer (LDPE/MA/15C) this change of behavior is more pronounced. The low-

frequency solid body response of LDPE/MA/15C nanocomposite is stronger than that of 

LDPE/15C. MA with lower molecular weight can easily enter the clay galleries and form a 

stronger interaction with the hydroxyl group on the clay layer (Hasegawa and Usuki 2004, 
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Ton-That, Perrin-Sarazin et al. 2004). This compatibilizing effect of MA increases the degree 

of interfacial interaction between LDPE/MA matrix and clay tactoids. As a result, due to the 

enhanced polymer intercalation the effective volume fraction of clay increases and 

consequently higher degree of clay dispersion is achieved. This is in accordance with the XRD 

pattern. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 SAOS measurements of LDPE, SEBS blends and Clay-reinforced 
nanocomposites: Storage modulus (G’) as function of angular frequency (ω) 

 

A general look at the storage modulus plots for blends and their nanocomposites represents a 

consistent increase through the whole range and especially in low frequencies. Due to the high 

level of heterogeneity in block copolymers their rheological behavior is strongly related to the 

phase-separated morphology and it is brought into the blend. The low frequency increase in 

the storage modulus is as a result of the characteristic non-terminal behavior of block 
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copolymers and/or possible presence of droplets that deform and increase the elasticity 

(Carastan, Demarquette et al. 2008). It has been proposed that the dominant parameter in 

determining the rheology behavior of co-continuous blends is the components’ contribution 

and it is rarely dependent on the morphology (Veenstra, Verkooijen et al. 2000). In fact, in the 

case of LDPE/SEBS blend this factor is either so strong that the introducing 5% of clay does 

not appear to change it or still there is a weak interfacial interaction between clay and the blend 

matrix similar to the binary nanocomposite. In the matrix of LDPE/SEBS-MA, however, clay 

noticeably enhances the storage modulus where its slope approaches zero towards low 

frequencies. Nanofillers dispersed in each phase increase the viscosity of that phase, but more 

importantly those located in the interface of the two phases change the morphology of the blend 

by suppressing the coalescence of the blend as was seen by the downsizing effect in SEM 

micrographs. This will enable the LDPE/SEBS-MA matrix to form a strong network with clay, 

most likely due to the interaction of functional groups of clay with the maleic anhydride groups 

grafted on the backbones of SEBS-MA (Helal, Demarquette et al. 2016). Also due to the lower 

viscosity of SEBS-MA, platelets and/or tactoids of clay are more easily transported, localized 

and dispersed in the elastomer phase. This improved degree of dispersion of clay helps forming 

a stronger percolated network structure and showing such a pronounced pseudo solid-like 

behavior (Khatua, Lee et al. 2004, Chow, Bakar et al. 2005, Tiwari, Hunter et al. 2012). 

 

3.3.4 AC short-term breakdown strength 

A two-parameter Weibull distribution was used to retrieve the dielectric breakdown data of 

blends and nanocomposites via a commercial software. Figure 3-7 exhibits the plots of AC 

short-term breakdown strength of LDPE/clay nanocomposites with different thicknesses 

alongside with a column chart to compare the Weibull characteristic breakdown strengths (α), 

which represent the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution, i.e. the 63.2th percentile. Scale 

and shape parameters are listed in Table 3-2. From Figure 3-7 (a) it can be found that when 

having an average thickness of 140 μm, all nanocomposite samples show improved breakdown 

strength. The characteristic breakdown strength for neat LDPE is 206 kV mm-1, while it goes 

up upon addition of clay to 227 kV mm-1 for 1% incorporation of clay and to 248 kV mm-1 
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when 2.5% of clay is incorporated. At maximum improvement it reaches 266 kV mm-1 for 

nanocomposite sample containing 5% of clay, showing almost 30% improvement, and then 

drops to 225 and 223 kV mm-1 for LDPE/10C and LDPE/15C samples, respectively. 

 

Overall breakdown strength is enhanced at low nanoclay loadings up to 5% where it reaches 

the maximum, but decreased beyond a certain value. Consequently, there is an optimum 

loading of clay beyond which the enhancement is diminished. A similar trend was seen in other 

works (Li, Yin et al. 2011, Li, Yin et al. 2012). Under AC condition, the direction of the charge 

carrier transportation keeps changing back and forth which results in local trapping and charge 

accumulation in the areas close to the electrodes. Therefore, the electric field is enhanced more 

between the interface of the electrodes and the specimen where breakdown tends to initiate 

and propagate through the bulk. This suggests that the improvement of AC breakdown strength 

upon incorporation of clay may be originated from the delaying in the process of charge 

transfer between electrodes through the material. Layered clay silicates despite having weak 

interfacial interaction with the polymer matrix would postpone breakdown by creating a 

tortuous path between and around themselves for charge carriers to reach the opposite 

electrodes (Fillery, Koerner et al. 2012). 

 

The influence of clay on improving the breakdown strength of polymers has been widely 

discussed among researchers. Zazoum et al. (Zazoum, David et al. 2014) observed a consistent 

improvement of dielectric breakdown strength on LLDPE upon addition of clay up to 20% 

when 5% clay is incorporated. They related the improvement to the impact of the interface 

between the polymer matrix and the nanoclay on the space charge distribution and charge 

densities. They also explained the further improvement on sample having compatibilizer to the 

possible change of microstructure. Thelakkadan et al. (Thelakkadan, Coletti et al. 2011) 

suggested that clay layers act as scattering sites for the charge carriers. During the scattering, 

the charges transfer their energy to nanoparticles and lose momentum. However, the 

nanoparticles are closely packed and do not involve in the breakdown process, therefore it 

requires additional voltage. This also suggests that the highest improvement happens when 

nanoclay is in the exfoliated state. 
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Figure 3-7 Weibull probability plots of LDPE/clay nanocomposites with different 
thicknesses: (a) 140 μm, (b) 200 μm, and (c) 300 μm. Comparison of the characteristic 

breakdown strength (d). 
 

Liao et. al (Liao, Bai et al. 2013) investigated the electrical properties of LDPE composites 

containing various contents of montmorillonite. They found out that the AC breakdown 

strength increased when 1, 3 and 5% of MMT is incorporated, with the maximum improvement 

by 11% in case of 1% incorporation of MMT. Shah et al. (Shah, Jain et al. 2009) witnessed a 

massive 60% and 80% improvement in the dielectric breakdown strength of high density 

polyethylene (HDPE) upon addition of 5wt% of unmodified and organomodified clay 

respectively. They assumed that the exfoliated and intercalated clay platelets distribute the 

electric stress and increase the path length for the breakdown. They concluded that the 
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modification of clay with quaternary ammonium compound reduces the surface energy of the 

clay platelets making the intercalation of polymer molecules more feasible. 

 

Moreover, Ghosh et. al (Ghosh, Rahman et al. 2016) reported a remarkable 84% improvement 

in the dielectric breakdown strength upon incorporation of only 0.2 wt% unmodified nanoclay 

into a poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) matrix. They observed a layer-by-layer structure of 

nanoclay within the PVDF matrix and hypothesized that the formation of the tortuous path 

between the electrodes blocks the path of the applied electric field and enhances the breakdown 

strength. This barrier effect has been shown to be maximum when the layers are oriented 

perpendicular to the field. 

 

Table 3-2 Weibull parameters for AC breakdown test of LDPE/clay nanocomposites. 

Sample* 

Thickness ~ 140 μm Thickness ~ 200 μm Thickness ~ 300 μm 

α 

)1-kV mm( 
β α β α β 

LDPE 206 24.96 172 25.56 137 16.59 

LDPE/1C 227 20.73 177 21.26 146 11.33 

LDPE/2.5C 248 18.26 185 19.41 144 11.43 

LDPE/5C 266 13.20 198 15.75 145 10.40 

LDPE/10C 225 22.10 169 16.74 142 9.66 

LDPE/15C 223 22.70 167 15.59 139 11.23 

      * number of specimens is 20 for all samples 

 

Also the orientation of clay layer can add to the magnitude of the improvement. Tomer et al. 

(Tomer, Polizos et al. 2011) studied the alignment effect of nanoclay on electrical properties 

of polyethylene. They reported that when 6% nanoclay is randomly distributed, the 

characteristic DC breakdown strength is not improved and the shape parameter is reduced from 

21 to 7 with respect to the original matrix. However, when nanoclay is oriented the breakdown 

strength increases by 23% and the reduction in shape parameter is negligible. They 

hypothesized that the randomness acts as defect initiators, promoting electron tree inception; 

whereas the orientation of filler frustrates the progress of electrical treeing, by offering more 
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tortuous paths to treeing and possessing larger populations and more structured scattering 

centers. In their recent work they quantified the effect of orientation and confirmed the barrier 

effect (Li, Camilli et al. 2017). Bulinski et. al. (Bulinski, Bamji et al. 2010) challenged the type 

of nanoclay and concluded that polypropylene nanocomposite shows higher breakdown 

strength when it is reinforced with synthetic clay than with natural clay. They stated that this 

discrepancy goes to the degree of pureness, and the slightly lower improvement for natural 

clay is due to the negative effects of the impurities. 

 

Studies on the influence of nanoparticles on the breakdown strength of polymers have not been 

limited to clay. A huge part of the recent works was dedicated to the polymeric nanocomposites 

containing silica nanoparticles. The incorporation of nanosilica is widely reported to decrease 

the AC & DC breakdown strength of polymers (Huang, Liu et al. 2010, Hosier, Praeger et al. 

2014, Lau, Vaughan et al. 2014, Hosier, Praeger et al. 2015, Luo, Wang et al. 2016, Ritämaki, 

Rytöluoto et al. 2016, Krentz, Khani et al. 2017, Lau, Piah et al. 2017). However, there are 

some reports indicating no change (Tanaka 2005, Iyer, Gorur et al. 2011) or even improvement 

on the breakdown strength (Roy, Nelson et al. 2007, Takala, Ranta et al. 2010, Hui, Schadler 

et al. 2013). Readers are referred to a review on the effects of addition of nano-reinforcements 

on dielectric breakdown properties of polymers that has been published by Li et. al in 2010 

(Li, Yin et al. 2010). Later, they published another review (Li, Camilli et al. 2017) with a 

comprehensive look into breakdown mechanism of nanocomposites. 

 

From Figure 3-7 it is also clear that when the thickness of specimens increases the breakdown 

strength significantly decreases. For neat LDPE, α drops to 172 kV mm-1 and 137 kV mm-1 for 

samples with 200 μm and 300 μm thicknesses respectively. Nanocomposites also show 

reduced breakdown strength to the point where no significant improvement is detected with 

the thickest samples. The reduction of breakdown strength with sample thickness is a general 

trend for solid dielectrics. It is often related to the greater density of defects within the material 

(Chen, Zhao et al. 2012). Breakdown is believed to initiate from defects where electrons can 

gain enough energy since the free path length in insulating polymers is short and cannot be 

easily destroyed by electron avalanche (Theodosiou, Vitellas et al. 2004). These defects 
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include pre-existing discontinuities and defects generated while under electric field. The 

number of defects in the pathways of charge carriers is higher in thicker samples which 

facilitate the percolation path development, thus lowering the breakdown strength (Degraeve, 

Groeseneken et al. 1998, Kim and Shi 2001, Sune, Jimenez et al. 2001). 

 

When modeling the breakdown mechanism, researchers have incorporated the empirical 

thickness dependence using a pre-factor term in Lorentz relation firstly introduced by Klein 

and Gafni (Klein and Gafni 1966). However, very recently J.W. McPherson (McPherson 2016) 

challenged this long-term belief. He stated that the reduction in breakdown strength of 

dielectric towards higher thicknesses comes from the reduction in bond strength as a result of 

higher electric field within the thicker dielectrics. He claimed that bond weakening leads to 

lower breakdown strength in thicker dielectrics and is independent of actual bond-breakage 

mechanism. 

 

On higher loading of clay, the reduction in breakdown strength is more pronounced. This is 

because with increasing amount of clay, chance of particle agglomeration increases which adds 

to the defect density. Electric field is enhanced around these agglomerates and eventually 

advances the breakdown (Nelson and Fothergill 2004, Vaughan, Swingler et al. 2006, Lau, 

Vaughan et al. 2012). In samples with thickness of 200 μm (Figure 3-7, b) this effect dominates 

the mechanism, neutralizes the improvement of clay and takes α below the neat LDPE. Here 

the saturation effect happens at 5% of clay, above which the breakdown strength is heavily 

diminished. With 300 μm of thickness (Figure 3-7, c), the general defect density is large 

enough to solely dominate the breakdown mechanism and is independent of agglomeration 

effect of clay. 

 

According to Table 3-3, Weibull shape parameter (β) is maximum for neat LDPE for all series 

but significantly decreases upon incorporation of clay. This is most likely originated from an 

evolution of the sensitivity of the measurement to defects which speeds up the breakdown and 

increases the unreliability. This scattering probability is mostly determined by the presence of 

clay tactoids boundaries, as was evidence in SEM images, and the possible agglomerates.   
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Figure 3-8 exhibits the Weibull probability plots for AC breakdown strength of a series of 

LDPE/Clay nanocomposites containing 5 wt% MA as compatibilizer (a), and blends of LDPE 

and two types of SEBS along with their corresponding nanocomposites containing 5% of clay 

(b). Comparing to the original LDPE/Clay nanocomposites, here more or less a similar trend 

in increasing the breakdown strength can be seen for samples containing MA. Saturation 

happens at 5% of clay and then reduces but still remains above the neat LDPE. However, the 

improvement is not significant as to compare when MA is not incorporated. This means the 

addition of MA compatibilizer was unnecessary and does not affect the breakdown strength 

enhancement, yet diminishes it to some degree. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Weibull probability plots of LDPE/MA/clay nanocomposites  
(a) and LDPE/SEBS blends and nanocomposites (b). 

 

Regarding the AC breakdown strength of blends of LDPE with SEBS elastomers (Figure 3-8, 

b), a noticeable reduction is seen comparing to the neat LDPE. α is down to 199 kV mm-1 for 

LDPE/SEBS and to 198 kV mm-1 for LDPE/SEBS-MA, while β is significantly reduced. This 

can be explained by the dilution effect, as neat SEBS polymer generally possesses lower 

breakdown value than the neat LDPE and according to the rule of mixture for plastics, 
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LDPE/SEBS blend is expected to have lower breakdown strength (Crawford 1998). The lower 

breakdown value for SEBS elastomer probably comes from its lower Young’s modulus 

(Kollosche and Kofod 2010), where electromechanical tensile strength generated orthogonal 

to the field during breakdown mode would induce more voids and crack propagation in a 

similar manner to that caused by mechanical stress (Jones, Llewellyn et al. 2005). Upon 

addition of 5% clay, the characteristic breakdown strengths of blends significantly increase, 

similar to the result of original LDPE/clay nanocomposite. 

 

3.3.5 DC short-term breakdown strength 

Figure 3-9 compares the DC breakdown strength of blends and nanocomposites of LDPE. 

Table 3-3  lists the statistical variables of the mentioned plots. One can see that the DC 

breakdown strength of neat LDPE is as high as 470 kV/mm. From Figure 3-9.a, it goes down 

upon addition of clay for all the formulations and sinks to around 294 kV/mm at highest amount 

of nanofiller. The DC breakdown strength decreases with increased loading of clay. The only 

comparable result is seen for 2.5% loading of clay which shows a characteristic DC breakdown 

strength of 439 kV/mm. Blends of LDPE with both types of SEBS also show a noticeable 18% 

reduction in DC breakdown strength with having α around 386 kV/mm.  Further reductions 

are seen for the corresponding nanocomposites containing 5% of clay. 

 

Unlike the AC breakdown strength, the DC breakdown trend is completely different. It is 

strongly sensitive to the type of matrix and the amount of nanofiller and in all cases the DC 

breakdown strength is lower than that of neat LDPE. This behavior is not strange and has been 

reported before (Ma, Hugener et al. 2005, Yin, Dong et al. 2007, Huang, Ma et al. 2009, Lau, 

Vaughan et al. 2012). The reduction in DC breakdown strength could be originated from 

several parameters and it is beyond the agglomeration effect of nanofiller which was the 

primary reason for reduction in AC breakdown strength. Nevertheless, the particle 

agglomeration still remains as a simple explanation and its effect might be more pronounced 

on DC breakdown strength due to the higher required voltage for breakdown. 
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Figure 3-9 Weibull plots of LDPE nanocomposites reinforced with clay (a) and blends 
 of LDPE and two types of SEBS along with their corresponding nanocomposites  

containing 5% of clay. 

 

The increased charge trapping as a result of the introduction of clay can also contribute to the 

reduction of DC breakdown strength in nanocomposites. Charges can become stationary in 

trap sites around the nanoparticle, also known as space charge effect. This will increase the 

field inside the material and advance the breakdown. Space charge is not an issue for AC 

systems where the oscillating polarity reversal does not allow sufficient time for charge to be 

trapped. The poor dispersion of clay tactoids also adds to the magnitude of charge trapping and 

the breakdown strength goes to lower amount with increasing in clay loading. Thermal 

breakdown is another possible process of DC breakdown for LDPE (Nagao, Kimura et al. 

1990), which under DC supply can be affected largely by the electrical conductivity. As the 

voltage goes up much more before breakdown comparing to AC test, it is possible that thermal 

instability of the material advances the breakdown. 
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Table 3-3 Weibull parameters for DC breakdown test of  
LDPE/clay blends and nanocomposites. 

Sample 
No. of 

Specimens 

α 

(kV mm-1) 
β 

95% Confidence Intervals 

Lower Upper 

LDPE 8 470 19.87 453 478 

LDPE/1C 8 387 10.77 361 414 

LDPE/2.5C 8 439 11.23 412 469 

LDPE/5C 8 366 9.33 338 396 

LDPE/10C 8 337 9.54 312 364 

LDPE/15C 8 294 11.16 275 314 

LDPE/SEBS 8 386 10.14 359 415 

LSPE/SEBS/5C 8 276 7.02 248 306 

LDPE/SEBS-MA 8 385 11.55 361 410 

LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C 8 309 7.09 279 343 

 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this study dielectric breakdown properties of clay-based LDPE nanocomposites have been 

investigated as one of the most important parameters to evaluate the potentials to replace the 

current HV cable insulating materials. Clay layers have been shown to be widely dispersed and 

distributed in LDPE matrix, especially when a compatibilizer is utilized. As a result, a 

remarkable improvement on the AC breakdown strength of the nanocomposites has been 

achieved. This was maximized when 5 % of clay was incorporated, while the degree of 

improvements in lower amount of clay are still significant. It suggests that organo-modified 

clay has the potentials to make electrical properties of LDPE matrix comparable to currently 

used XLPE-type cable insulation materials considering its easy access and cheap price. 

 

The use of immiscible blends of LDPE with two types of SEBS copolymer also showed 

interesting results upon addition of clay. It was witnessed that clay can alter the morphology 

of the blend when it is firstly mixed with the polyethylene through the migration process into 

the elastomer phase, and results in higher AC breakdown strength comparing to the unfilled 
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blends. Considering the proven mechanical flexibility of SEBS copolymer, this type of blends 

has the potentials to be used as insulating materials in HV applications. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the charge transport and accumulation in clay-containing LDPE 

nanocomposites. LDPE is shown to host charges of both polarities in the form of homo and 

heterocharge when subjected to high electric fields. Addition of nanoclays has been shown to 

always increase the high field DC conductivity of the nanocomposites by creating a transport 

network for charge carriers. This is shown to actually work in favor of the ability of the material 

to prevent the accumulation of space charge by slowly, but persistently, allowing space charges 

to flow across the insulation wall. However, in severe conditions of a combined high electric 

field and high temperature, the current flow exceeds a threshold where massive injected 

charges negatively impact the charge profile and the electric field distribution is heavily 

distorted. 

 

Keywords: Conductivity measurement, Space charge, PEA, Electric field distortion. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Underground and submarine cables are important components in the power grid for the 

transmission and distribution of electricity and it is of vital importance that they should 

function reliably for many years. To reach this goal and further improvements in transmission 

capacity, efforts must take place to improve the insulation layer as the heart of the HV cable. 

By this date, a huge portion of HV cables installed around the world comprise paper-oil 

insulation. However, in recent decades polymeric extruded insulation cables have been gained 

attentions in this regard. In particular, the cross-linked polyethylene insulation cables or XLPE 

has become the primary cable insulation material for both high voltage AC and DC 

applications because of its mechanical flexibility, thermal endurance and excellent dielectric 

properties (Lawson 2013, Chen, Hao et al. 2015, Wang, Li et al. 2016). 

 

Despite all the advantages, XLPE cables can suffer from several problems such as thermal 

degradation and the lack of recyclability (Liu, Liu et al. 2017, Ouyang, Li et al. 2017, Wu, 

Wang et al. 2017). Those employed for high voltage direct-current (HVDC) applications have 

also been shown to have the tendency to accumulate space charge, which can lead to failure, 

especially when encountering polarity reversal operations (Hanley, Burford et al. 2003, Wang, 

Luo et al. 2017). Interests have been expressed as to improve the performance of HV cables as 

the use of XLPE cables grew. Nanometric dielectrics, or nanodielectrics, consisting mainly of 

a polymeric matrix and a nanometric reinforcement have been the subject of many researches 

in recent decades since the introduction by Lewis (Lewis 1994). A great choice of 

nanoreinforcement is layered silicate fillers, for which many nanocomposites have been 

produced and analyzed. The incorporation of small percentage of nanoclay has shown to 

improve the thermal and mechanical properties of polymers. They are also reported to have 

superior electrical breakdown strength (Eesaee, David et al. 2018), improved partial discharge 

and volume resistivity to erosion (Kozako, Fuse et al. 2004, Tanaka 2010) but always higher 

dielectric losses at power frequency (David, Fréchette et al. 2013) comparing to unfilled 

polymer. 
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In addition, mitigation of space charge accumulation can potentially be reached with such 

nanocomposites which is of vital importance since less accumulated space charge in the 

insulation material allows for higher applied electric field at the same cable geometry and as a 

result the weight and cost of power equipment will be decreased. This can be possible due the 

barrier effect of the clay platelets, ioning trapping of the inorganic filler and also a slight 

increase of the DC conductivity allowing space charges to slowly flow across the insulation 

wall instead of accumulating inside the insulation bulk. Thus, understanding the space charge 

behavior of clay-containing polymers is of necessary for designing new materials for HV 

applications. 

 

This manuscript is a continuation to the authors’ previous work where it was shown that the 

addition of clay nanofiller significantly improves the AC electrical breakdown strength of 

LDPE and its blend with SEBS (Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene block copolymer), while 

always results in inferior, but comparable, DC electrical breakdown properties (Eesaee, David 

et al. 2018).  This investigation resumes in this report by evaluating the charge transport and 

accumulation within the same materials to have a general view of their potential for 

applications as insulating walls in HV cables or for other applications for which surface or 

internal charging is an issue such as spacecraft dielectrics (Hands and Ryden 2017). 

 

4.2 Experimental  

4.2.1 Materials and Processing 

A premixed LDPE/Clay commercially available masterbatch was diluted with pure LDPE in 

powder form to achieve clay-containing LDPE nanocomposites with desired concentrations of 

nanofiller (1%, 2.5%, 5%, 10% and 15%) in a co-rotating twin screw extruder. The masterbatch 

contains nominal 50 wt % of montmorillonite clay which has been treated with compatibilizing 

agents to enhance their dispersion within the polymers. The obtained pellets were then press-

molded into thin plates with thickness around 280 μm. Morphology of the as-obtained 

nanocomposites were investigated in the authors’ previous work where it was shown in SEM 
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images that stacks of nanoclay are uniformly distributed throughout the polyethylene matrix. 

Further observation through TEM images revealed clear signs of polymer intercalation where 

numerous individual high aspect ratio clay platelets were spotted separated from each other 

and partial exfoliation is achieved (Figure 4-1). The apparent orientation of the nanoparticle 

was related to the high pressure and high temperature condition of the molding process of 

pellets into thin plates. The readers are referred to the authors’ previous work for detailed 

information about the materials, nomenclature and experimental procedure (Eesaee, David et 

al. 2018). 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Micrographs of LDPE/5C:  
a) SEM and b) TEM 
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4.2.2 Characterization 

Conduction current measurements were conducted using a three electrodes system under a 

field of 50 kV/mm at 30 ̊ C. Supplementary measurements have been conducted on neat LDPE 

and LDPE/2.5C nanocomposite (containing 2.5% nanoclay) under different fields (30, 40 & 

50 kV/mm) and different temperatures (30, 50, 70 & 90 ˚C) to evaluate the effect of 

temperature and field variations. Samples were sputtered by gold prior to testing. Figure 4-2 

shows the detailed experimental setup used to measure the conductivity of the samples. The 

system is consisted of main and guard electrodes on one side, and a counter electrode on the 

other side. The whole system was placed in an oven, where the temperature was stabilized 

before starting the test. The measurement lasted until the steady state conduction was achieved 

which took an average time of 24 hours for each sample. An average of the last 100 points 

after stabilization was considered as the conduction current. Charging and discharging current 

was continuously monitored using a digital electrometer (Keithley 6514) and the system was 

computerized using a Labview application. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 Experimental setup for the conduction current measurement 
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Pulsed Electroacoustic technique (PEA) has been used to measure the space charge profile 

under the application of DC electric fields. In this method the interaction of a pulsive electric 

field and space charges inside the sample creates acoustic waves that propagate through the 

sample to be detected by the transducer. More information about this technique can be found 

elsewhere (Maeno, Futami et al. 1988, Jiang, Peng et al. 2017). In order to attenuate sonic 

impedance mismatch, a semiconductive layer was placed between the specimen and HV 

electrode. While samples were experiencing the DC field for a duration of 10000 s in the 

polarization stage, a HV pulse with an amplitude of 500 V and duration of 10 ns was applied 

to collect the charge profile information within the specimen. At the end of the polarization 

phase, the HV source was short-circuited to record the depolarization profile for a duration of 

3000 s. The space charge measurements have been conducted on different samples at ambient 

(25 ˚C) and higher (60 ˚C) temperature under different electric fields. Figure 4-3 illustrates a 

schematic representation of the PEA setup used in this study. 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Schematic representation of the PEA setup 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Electrical DC conductivity 

High-field DC conductivity measurements are important to gain understanding of conduction 

mechanisms of insulating materials especially for their usage in HVDC extruded cable 

systems. Polarization (charging) currents of neat LDPE and its clay-containing 

nanocomposites over time at 30 ˚C and under 50 kV/mm electric field are depicted in Figure 

4-4.a. The calculated corresponding DC conductivities from the measured conductive current 

after achieving the steady state are shown in Figure 3b. For neat LDPE, the polarization current 

immediately decreases by three decades which corresponds to the fast polarization. It then 

gradually decreases over time, corresponding to slow polarization, and after around 24 h the 

steady state is achieved and the current is believed to be fully conductive. The calculated 

conductivity for LDPE at 50 kV/mm is around 1 x 10-15 S/m which is close to the values 

reported in the literature (Murata, Sekiguchi et al. 2005, Andersson, Hynynen et al. 2017). 

Upon addition of clay, there is a significant increase in the level of high-field conductive 

current and hence the high-field DC conductivity. There is more than 2 decades increase in 

conductive current when only 1% of clay is incorporated, and it continues to increase towards 

higher percentages of clay. From 5 to 10% of clay loading, there is an increase of almost three 

decades of current and the DC conductivity reaches to 1.9 x 10-12 S/m when 15% of clay is 

incorporated. 

 

The presence of a maximum value in the time dependence of the current for the LDPE/1C 

nanocomposite is in good agreement with the space-charge limited current theory and also in 

agreement with the numerical solution of the transport equations when trapping and detrapping 

of charge carriers are taken into account and when Schottky conditions are used at the 

electrodes (Le Roy, Segur et al. 2003). It also appears that under high electrical field, a sharp 

increase of the conductivity, similar to a percolation threshold, is already achieved at a 

concentration of 1 wt% (which was not observed at lower field). Very low percolation 

thresholds are typical of high aspect ratio inclusions. They are indeed commonly observed in 
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the case of CNT-based composites (De Lima, Amurin et al. 2016) and can also be predicted 

by Monte Carlo simulation of composites filled with circular nano-disks (Oskouyi and Mertiny 

2011). 

 

On the other hand, reductions in electrical conductivity of nanocomposites have been reported 

several times for nanocomposites containing metal-oxide nanoparticles (Fleming, Pawlowski 

et al. 2005, Fleming, Ammala et al. 2008, Murakami, Nemoto et al. 2008). The main 

explanation given is that during the cooling stage, the polymer molecules are encouraged to 

regain the natural polycrystalline morphology where hydrocarbon chains form planar 

crystalline lamellae 10-20 nm thick and ~100 nm wide growing out from nucleation points to 

form spherulites. Growing crystalline lamella will reject the particles, impurities and entangled 

polymer chain structures to form inter-lamella amorphous phase. In case of nanometric 

particles, such as metal-oxide, some particles might be left in the inter-crystalline amorphous 

phase as crystallization proceeds that will strongly influence the hole/electron tunneling 

between lamella across the amorphous phase. Due to the difference in the band gap of the most 

metal-oxide nanoparticles with polyethylene, additional potential barriers are involved which 

results in increased mean tunneling barrier and lowered local hole inter-lamella transition rate 

(Lewis 2014). Consequently, the overall macroscopic mobility and conductivity is lowered. 

The number of affected transition depends on the average diameter and concentration of the 

nanoparticle. 

 

In case of layered silicate, such as montmorillonite clay, and due to the high aspect ratio and 

the tendency to form stacks and agglomerates, they are not expected to be included in the inter-

lamella regions. Instead, they are most likely accommodated in the inter-spherulites region and 

therefore, will not engage directly in a hole or electron tunneling process between crystallites 

at the nanometric level. The increase in the conductivity of nanocomposites can be more simply 

related to the formation of high field conductive paths and the increase of mobile charge 

carriers including free ions introduced by clay nanoparticles due to mobile ion scavenger 

capability of nesosilicates dispersed within the polymer matrix.  It should be noted that the 
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connectivity criterion changes from low field to high field since hopping between inclusions 

is strongly field-dependent. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 a) Charging currents of LDPE and its nanocomposites at 30 ˚C  
and under applied DC electric field of 50 kV/mm; b) calculated DC  

conductivities from steady state part of the charge currents 
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Since the crystallites do not support ionic transport, the remaining ionic path is in the 

amorphous phase where the majority of clay nanoparticles are located. The structural 

symmetry due to the intercalated structure and the huge aspect ratio of clay nanoplatelets even 

more facilitate the conduction path and make it possible to obtain a massive increase in the 

conductivity even at low concentration of nanoclay. It should also be noted that even if ionic 

conductivity is involved in the early conduction process, the long term steady-state current is 

essentially due to electronic conductivity that takes over after the ionic species reach an 

equilibrium state resulting in electrode polarization. 

 

DC conductivity in polymeric material is temperature and electric field dependent and this 

dependency is often analyzed using the empirical equation below (Murata, Sekiguchi et al. 

2005): = exp( ) exp( )	                 (3-1) 

 

Where α and β are the temperature and electric field coefficients respectively. The dependency 

to electric field is shown in Figure 4-5.a where the DC conductivities for neat LDPE and 

LDPE/2.5C nanocomposite are illustrated at 30˚C and under different fields: 30, 40 and 50 

kV/mm. The DC conductivity for LDPE remains almost the same while it monotonously 

increases for the nanocomposite. According to equation 3-1, the estimated electric field 

coefficients for LDPE/2.5C is almost ten times higher than that of neat LDPE (β2.5C=0.132 

mm/kV, βLDPE=0.014 mm/kV). The DC conductivity can also be modelled by a power law 

relationship towards electric field (Alison and Dissado 1996, McAllister, Crichton et al. 1996, 

Zhang, Li et al. 2016): 

 = exp( )      (3-2) 

 

The experimental results fit as well equation 3-2 with the same field coefficient ratio 

(β2.5C=5.49, βLDPE=0.55). It appears that electric field variation directly influences the 

conductivity of nanocomposite and a stronger applied field enhances the mobility of charge 

carriers to drift/migrate to the opposite electrode rather than accumulate at the interface region. 
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The dependency to temperature is shown in Figure 4-5.b where the DC conductivities of neat 

LDPE and LDPE/2.5C nanocomposite are illustrated under 50 kV/mm of electric field at 

different temperatures: 30, 50, 70 and 90 ˚C. Applying equation 3-1 fits well to the 

experimental results if the low temperature DC conductivity of the nanocomposite is ignored. 

The temperature coefficients have almost the similar values (α2.5C=0.083 K-1, αLDPE=0.074 K-

1) indicating that temperature variation effect is mostly controlled by the matrix not by the 

nanofillers. Generally, it is believed that the conductivity of polymers is thermally activated 

and Arrhenius-type model can describe this physical phenomenon: 

 ( ) = exp(− ⁄ 	)     (3-3) 

 

where σ0 represents the pre-exponential factor, Ea represents the activation energy and k 

represents the Boltzmann constant. The estimated activation energy for LDPE/2.5C is slightly 

higher (0.84 eV) than that of neat LDPE (0.7 eV). However, four points of data is certainly not 

enough to accurately estimate the activation energy. It was reported in the literature that above 

45 ˚C the activation energy of LDPE changes from 1 eV to 0.6 eV (Boudou, Griseri et al. 

2004). This may also explain the low temperature deviation noted for LDPE/2.5C. 

 

The increased DC conductivity at higher temperatures following an exponential relation can 

readily be explained referring to bulk limited conduction mechanisms for which the material 

is represented by a series of potential wells with given depth and separation. The conduction 

process then relies on thermally assisted hopping between localized states, which leads, after 

some approximations, to the exponential expression given in equation 3-2.  Much more 

detailed (and more sound) models have also been reported using an effective mobility given 

by an equation similar to 3-3 and taking also into account bipolar trapping and recombination 

of carriers as well as Schottky injection at the electrode/dielectric interface (Le Roy, Segur et 

al. 2003). The transport equations can then be numerically solved yield the current density as 

a function of time. It generally leads, as expected, to an increase of the number of effective 
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charge carriers as well as their mobility resulting in a higher conductivity as the temperature 

increases. 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Effect of field variation (a) and Temperature (b) on  
charging currents of LDPE and LDPE/2.5C at 30 ˚C 
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It must be noted that to reach the highest voltage levels and transmission capacity of HVDC 

power cables the insulating materials must display low DC conductivity, controlled space 

charge accumulation together with high electrical breakdown strength. The low DC 

conductivity is favorable but is not the ultimate goal. The major cause of failure in HVDC 

systems is the accumulated space charge and its distribution is a function of the gradient of the 

DC conductivity in the insulation layer. The tendency to space charge accumulation is being 

investigated in the following section. 

 

4.3.2 Space Charge Measurement 

Figure 4-6 illustrates the time-dependent charge distribution profiles of LDPE and LDPE/5C 

under different poling fields from 10 kV/mm to 70 kV/mm at 30 ˚C. At the lowest applied 

electric field (10 kV/mm) no accumulated space charge is detected in the bulk of LDPE or 

LDPE/5C nanocomposite. 

 

For neat LDPE at 30 kV/mm, a packet of positive charge is injected by the HV electrode which 

gradually penetrates and disperses in the polymer bulk while a thin layer of negative 

homocharge on LV electrode builds up. For nanocomposite, however, the increase in the 

electric field does not appear to have more than a slight effect on the charge distribution: a very 

small heterocharge buildup close to the electrodes can be observed at the beginning of 

depolarization step. 

 

When the electric field goes up to 50 kV/mm, the positive charge packet leaving the HV 

electrode is much bigger in LDPE than at 30 kV/mm. The vast amount of injected positive 

charge overwhelms negative charge injected from LV electrode, thus spreading in all the 

insulation bulk. Positive charge is accumulated mostly as homocharge close to the anode. 

 

When the electric field is at the highest level (70 kV/mm), a big amount of negative charge 

injected from the LV electrode triggers several positive charge packets which transit in the 

insulation bulk repeatedly during polarization step in a background of bulk negative charge. 
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The nanocomposite sample shows the same pattern under 50 kV/mm of electric field, but with 

a slightly more enhanced negative charge layer in the middle. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Space charge patterns for LDPE and LDPE/5C nanocomposites at 20 ˚C under 
different applied electric fields 

 

Although polyethylene family and its cross linked analogue (XLPE) are known for low carrier 

mobility and high trap concentration (Yuanxiang, Jiankang et al. 2014), they greatly tend to 

accumulate large amount of space charge under high DC voltage (Zhang, Lewiner et al. 1996). 

Main mechanisms are the charge injection from electrodes to create homocharge, and charge 
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generation as a result of the ionization of impurities and/or trapped charge at the electrodes to 

create heterocharge (Takada, Hayase et al. 2008, Fabiani, Montanari et al. 2009).  

 

Figure 4-7 plots the maximum field during the polarization for LDPE and LDPE/5C at four 

different applied electric fields corresponding to the space charge patterns illustrated in the 

Figure 4-6. At 10 kV/mm, the maximum field patterns almost overlap each other, very close 

to the absolute applied field hinting a probable ohmic behavior. For other higher applied 

electric fields, ohmic behavior does not hold anymore and the maximum fields are always 

above the applied electric fields. The deviation is bigger for neat LDPE in comparison to 

LDPE/5C nanocomposite and its intensity increases for stronger applied electric fields at each 

step. The heterocharge layers at each electrode are responsible for this significant increase. The 

maximum electric field for LDPE at 70 kV/mm heavily fluctuates and shows a peak every time 

a charge packet from HV electrode reaches the LV electrode. It occurs, on average, every 700 

seconds which can be translated into a charge packet speed of about 4 x 10-7 m/s considering 

the thickness of the LDPE sample (280 μm). 

 

Attention must be paid when interpreting the space charge accumulation graphs, since at each 

point the net charge is being displayed. The PEA signal cannot distinguish between the exact 

amount of positive and negative charge. An area with low charge level could also be due to 

overlapping of charges having opposite polarity. Therefore, low amount of detected charge in 

the graphs does not necessary mean that there is low electrical conduction across the thickness 

of the insulator. In fact, according to the DC conductivity results it was observed that for 

nanocomposite, even for the lowest loading of nanofiller, the conduction current level is 

significantly higher than that of neat LDPE. 
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Figure 4-7 Maximum recorded electric field during the polarization  
period corresponding to the space charge patterns of Figure 3-5 

 

It appears that the increase in the DC conductivity of nanocomposites allows space charge to 

flow across the insulation wall instead of accumulating inside the insulation bulk. In fact, clay 

seems to be effective in reducing the space charge not entirely by preventing it from happening 

but with creating a smooth passage network for charge carriers to be transported away. 

However, it must be noted that shallow traps are mostly responsible for conduction process, 

while the incorporation of nanoclay certainly introduces a great portion of deep traps, 

especially on the surface of nanoparticle (Montanari, Fabiani et al. 2004). The growth of 

interfaces of nanoparticles due to the intercalation of LDPE chains increases the density of 

defects on the surface of nanoparticles resulting in increased number of localized states within 

the band gap of the material. This will narrow the band gap and hinder the charge transport. 

As a result, the trap density and trap depth distribution is modified. Overall the presence of 

nanoclay facilitates the conduction process by introducing more charge carriers to be 

transported through shallow traps, while suppresses the space charge accumulation by 
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introducing deep traps. This mechanism is particularly efficient at the electrode/insulation 

interface, because it prevents the injection of excess charge from the electrode at high fields. 

In other words, most of the charge carriers crossing insulation through shallow traps are 

extracted at the electrode while some of the electrode-injected charges are immobilized in deep 

traps near electrodes. This explains the locations of accumulated charges which are near the 

electrodes in case of nanocomposites, but mostly appears in the bulk of the unfilled LDPE. 

 

Space charge patterns for LDPE and its corresponding nanocomposites at elevated temperature 

(60 ˚C) under 50 kV/mm of electric fields are illustrated in Figure 4-8. For neat LDPE a huge 

amount of negative charge gradually appears in the whole insulation bulk, and no positive 

charge packet was detected. Surprisingly, despite the massive negative charge injected from 

LV electrode, it shows relatively lower amount of accumulated charge than the low 

temperature pattern at the same poling field where injected positive charge dominated. The 

domination of negative charge at elevated temperature in LDPE has been recently reported 

(Wang, Wu et al. 2017). 

 

Space charge patterns are improved upon incorporation of nanoclay at any concentration: 

negative heterocharge gradually builds up near HV electrode while thin layers of positive 

charge appear in the center. Negative heterocharge build-up instead of dispersing in the whole 

specimen is another sign of increased charge mobility (conductivity) where negative charges 

manage to travel across the thickness to reach HV electrode. The thermal energy provided 

accelerates the detrapping process, combined with the electric field effect induced by the 

trapped charge itself that allows a part of trapped charges to become mobile and reach the 

opposite electrode. 
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Figure 4-8 Space charge patterns for LDPE and its clay-containing nanocomposites at 60 ˚C 
and 50 kV/mm of applied electric field. 

 

Space charge patterns for LDPE and LDPE/5C at elevated temperature (60 ˚C) under 70 

kV/mm of applied electric fields are illustrated in Figure 4-9. For LDPE thin layers of 

heterocharge are close to both electrodes while negative charges are spread across the thickness 

of the specimen. The nanocomposite sample (LDPE/5C), however, exhibits the most distorted 

space charge behavior of all where heterocharge layers being immediately built up close to 

both electrodes. The corresponding charge profile for LDPE/5C is illustrated in Figure 4-10 

for further analysis. Charge profile within the specimen is hugely affected by these 

heterocharge layers and never reaches the steady state. While the maximum electric field for 

LDPE never exceeds 81 kV/mm, for LDPE/5C it constantly increases and reaches 180 kV/mm 

at the end of the polarization (not shown here). 
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Figure 4-9 Space charge patterns for LDPE and LDPE/5C  
at 60 ˚C under 70 kV/mm of applied electric fields 

 

When combined by high poling field, elevated temperature completely reverses the charge 

profile trend for neat LDPE and its clay-containing nanocomposite. First for neat LDPE, charge 

packet travelling across the sample were not observed anymore unlike what was measure at 

room temperature, as illustrated in Figure 4-6. It seems that the increase of conductivity is high 

enough to allow dispersion of the charge packets and injected charges to be drifted away but 

not high enough for charge carrier to be massively tapped within the insulation bulk. For 

LDPE/5C, under these temperature and field conditions, the conductivity was found to reach 

10-10 S/m, which is mainly due to electronic conductivity as explained previously. Due to this 

relatively high value (for a material that is mainly non-conductive) significant heterocharge 

accumulation occurs close to both electrodes as depicted in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10. This 

fact can be explained again considering the deep traps introduced by nanoclays which prevent 

injection but also extraction of charges. Since the activation energies for both processes can be 

different, at high fields / temperatures extraction barrier can prevail, determining a significant 

delay for charge extraction which leads to a huge heretocharge accumulation. 
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Figure 4-10 Space charge profile for LDPE/5C at 60 ˚C  
under 70 kV/mm applied electric field. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

Charge transport and accumulation under high electric fields were studied for neat LDPE and 

its clay-containing nanocomposites. The incorporation of nanoclay in LDPE was shown to 

significantly increase the DC conductivity. This increase was shown to be directly related to 

the temperature, electric field and the loading of nanofiller. The increased conductivity of the 

nanocomposite with regard to the neat LDPE together with the trapping effect of clay 

nanoparticles was found to lead to an improvement in the mitigation process of space charge 

at high fields and room temperature where extremely low accumulation of space charge was 

detected for nanocomposites comparing to the base polymer. However, at elevated temperature 

the conductivity of the nanocomposites reaches a point (~10-10 S/m) where it doesn’t provide 

anymore benefit allowing to leak out the space charge but rather enhance the space charge 

accumulation resulting in heavy charge build up close to the electrodes. 
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Abstract 

Series of clay-containing nanocomposites have been prepared from a commercially available 

premixed masterbatch and investigated using broad-band dielectric spectroscopy from 10−1 to 

106 Hz at different temperatures. Different matrix materials have been used: neat LDPE with 

and without compatibilizer, and co-continuous blends of LDPE with two grades of Styrene-

Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene block (SEBS) copolymers. Two major relaxation modes were 

detected in the dielectric losses of all the nanocomposites associated with the Maxwell-

Wagner-Sillars interfacial polarization and the dipolar relaxation. The experimental data were 

analyzed with the sum of Havriliak–Negami function and a power-law term to take into 

account the contribution of charge carriers. The characteristic relaxation rates, activation 

energies, and dielectric strength and shape parameters of LDPE/clay nanocomposites were 

discussed. The addition of compatibilizer was shown to slightly increase the dielectric loss of 

the nanocomposites while slowing the dynamics especially for the MWS relaxation due to an 
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improved dispersion. When combined with high loading of nanofiller (15%), the 

compatibilizer addition led to low frequency dispersion in the form of significant increase of 

dielectric loss at low frequencies. A new relaxation process was observed for the 

nanocomposites with the blend matrix. Several speculations were discussed as the origin of 

this phenomenon, all of which was related to the elastomer phase. 

 

Keywords: Polymer Nanocomposites, Nanoclay, Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy, 

Polymer Blend. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In recent decades, huge progress has been made in the field of advanced dielectric and electrical 

insulating materials using nanotechnology. Indeed, polymer-based nanocomposites are 

material of interest for potential applications that can be satisfied through active designs by 

adding a small amount of nanofiller, mostly inorganic, into conventional polymers. They are 

mostly characterized by their internally formed interface between nanofillers and the polymeric 

matrix which, when properly controlled, can lead to significant improved performance 

compared with neat polymers (Paul and Robeson 2008). Among all, polymer/layered silicate 

(clay) nanocomposites have attracted a great deal of interest, industrially and academically, 

over the past two decades. A small fraction of clay contains a sufficiently large number of 

silicate layers and they can easily be intercalated/exfoliated with various polymers. Clay is 

cheap, has relatively high aspect ratio and is capable of being organically modified to enhance 

the compatibility when embedded in non-polar polymers such as polyethylene (Pavlidou and 

Papaspyrides 2008, Alateyah, Dhakal et al. 2013).  

 

Despite all these efforts, not much work has been conducted regarding the dielectric behavior 

of clay-containing polymer nanocomposites, given the fact that this subclass of nanodielectrics 

is believed to have great potentials for various electrical applications (Fréchette, Reed et al. 

2006, Kindersberger, Tanaka et al. 2011). For insulation purpose, polyethylene is a material of 

choice and especially for cable insulation. Indeed, polyethylene shows high dielectric 
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breakdown strength, very low dielectric loss, and the ability to be easily processed and recycled 

(when uncrosslinked) (Tanaka, Montanari et al. 2004, Huang, Jiang et al. 2007, Fim, Basso et 

al. 2013). The main challenge in fabricating clay-containing polyethylene is the incompatibility 

between non-polar/hydrophobic polymer matrix and the hydrophilic nanofiller (Kiliaris and 

Papaspyrides 2010). To achieve an exfoliated state of the clay tactoïds, that is the dispersion 

of individual clay platelets into the polyolefin matrix, often the nanoclay is undergone a surface 

treatment using organic modifier in order to have an extended basal spacing and increased 

hydrophilicity (Wang, Choi et al. 2001, Gilman, Awad et al. 2002, Ray and Okamoto 2003, 

Shin, Simon et al. 2003, Hakim, Nekoomanesh et al. 2018), and/or an external material is used 

as a compatibilizer to link the nanofiller and the matrix (Reichert, Nitz et al. 2000, Garcıa-

López, Picazo et al. 2003, Sánchez-Valdes, López-Quintanilla et al. 2006, Durmuş, Woo et al. 

2007, Xu, Nakajima et al. 2009). 

 

Taking a step forward, the ideas of incorporating a secondary polymer as compatibilizer to 

facilitate the interaction/dispersion of nanofiller in the base polymer (Pluta, Jeszka et al. 2007, 

Tomer, Polizos et al. 2011, Zazoum, David et al. 2013), or forming a polymer blend matrix as 

a nanostructured template to effectively host the nanofiller (Sengwa, Sankhla et al. 2010, 

Hamzah, Jaafar et al. 2014, Deshmukh, Ahamed et al. 2015, Du, Xu et al. 2016, Helal, 

Demarquette et al. 2016) have been examined recently especially in the context of HV 

applications. Blends of thermoplastic elastomers with polyolefins have also been investigated 

recently. In particular, polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) and 

polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene grafted maleic anhydride (SEBS-

MA) thermoplastic elastomers have been shown to have enhanced electrical properties in the 

form nanocomposite when used solely as the base polymer (Helal, Demarquette et al. 2015, 

Helal, David et al. 2017) or in conjunction with another polymer forming a blend (Helal, Pottier 

et al. 2018). Because of the combination of the soft elastomer phase and a hard polystyrene 

phase, their spatial organization can modify the morphology of the blend and selectively 

accommodate the chosen nanofiller. In fact, in the authors’ previous work (Eesaee, David et 

al. 2018), it was shown that the greater affinity of clay nanoparticles to the block copolymer 

resulted in a partial migration of nanofiller out of polyolefin phase to the interface and the 
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elastomer phase, obstructing the coalescence phenomena and shrinking the polymer domains 

into smaller size. This enabled the blend matrix to form a strong network with clay and 

improved the electrical breakdown properties. 

Here, further investigation is reported on the evaluation of the dielectric relaxation phenomena 

of the same sets of materials. Frequency-domain broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) was 

used as the main technique to explore the dielectric properties. It allows the study of relaxation 

mechanisms, through the motion of dipoles under the action of an electric field, as well as the 

monitoring of charge carrier fluctuations and the direct conductivity (Schönhals and Kremer 

2003). For nanocomposites, the investigation of the broadband dielectric response can also 

provide valuable information regarding polymer/nanoparticle interactions, material’s 

morphology and distribution of nanoreinforcement.  

 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials and Processing  

A commercially available premixed LDPE/Clay masterbatch was used as the source of 

nanofiller (Nanocore, nanoMax®-LDPE). The masterbatch contains 50 wt% of organo-

modified montmorillonite. Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) was used to dilute the 

masterbatch to prepare granules of nanocomposites with different concentration of clay. LDPE 

in powder form was supplied from Marplex with a density of 0.922 g/cm3 and MFI of 0.9 g/10 

min (190 °C/2.16 kg). Maleic anhydride grafted linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE-g-

MA) was supplied from DuPont (Fusabond M603) with a density of 0.940 g/cm3 and MFI of 

25 g/min (190 °C/2.16 kg). It has been used as a compatibilizer and is being referred to as 

“MA” in this manuscript. 

 

A co-rotating twin screw extruder was used to prepare two series of nanocomposites, with and 

without 5wt% of compatibilizer (MA), by means of melt compounding with concentration 

profile of clay being set as 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 15% where LDPE powder and masterbatch granules 

were directly fed. The same procedure was used to prepare blends and nanocomposites of 
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LDPE with two grades of polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS) 

thermoplastic elastomer supplied from Kraton: G1652 and FG1901. The former with a MFI of 

5 (230 ˚C/2.16 kg) based on ASTM D1238 (as declared by the supplier) is referred to as SEBS 

in this manuscript. The latter with a MFI of 22, contains 1.4-2 wt% of maleic anhydride (MA) 

is referred to as SEBS-MA. Both grades contain 30 wt% fractions of polystyrene (PS) block 

in their structure and have a density of 0.91 g/cm3. 

 

All materials were dried in a vacuum oven at 50 ˚C for at least 36 h and manually pre-mixed 

prior to extrusion. Temperature profile of extruder was set to 145-170˚C from hopper to die. 

The pellets obtained were then press-molded using an electrically heated hydraulic press into 

thin plates with thickness around 300 μm. The pellets were first preheated for 5 minutes and 

then hot-pressed at 155 ˚C (165 ˚C for blends) for another 5 minutes under the pressure of 10 

MPa following a water-cooling period with a rate of 10 ˚C per minute to the ambient 

temperature. Nanocomposites are named as LDPE/nC, with “n” referring the nominal 

percentage of incorporated clay. In case of blends the mass fractions of the two phases are set 

equal, 47.5 wt% for each phase when 5% of clay has been used (i.e. LDPE/SEBS/5C). 

 

5.2.2 Measurements and Characterizations 

Thermogravimetric analysis have been conducted on some samples using a PYRIS Diamond 

TG-DTA. Samples were heated from 50 ˚C to 600 ˚C with a heating rate of 15 ˚C/min under 

nitrogen atmosphere to investigate the thermal degradation of blends and nanocomposites and 

reveal the real weight percentage of nanofiller.   

 

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy experiments have been conducted on all the available 

samples using a Novocontrol broadband dielectric spectrometer in the frequency range of 10-1 

to 106 Hz. Samples with the average thickness of 300 μm were sandwiched between two solid 

brass electrodes in a parallel-plate geometry (40 mm of diameter) while placed in a 

temperature-controlled chamber with a stability of 0.5 ˚C. The applied excitation voltage was 

set to 1 Vrms. A wide range of temperature was chosen to produce isothermal series of complex 
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dielectric permittivity from 20 ˚C to 90 ˚C. All samples were dried at 50 ˚C in a vacuum oven 

for at least 24 hrs. 

5.2.3 Fitting Procedure 

Among all the well-known and widely applied relaxation functions (Debye (Debye 1912), 

Cole–Cole (Cole and Cole 1941), Davidson–Cole (Davidson and Cole 1951), and Havriliak–

Negami (Havriliak and Negami 1967)), the Havriliak-Negami (HN) function is the most 

effective due to its ability to model a broad and asymmetric distribution of relaxation times. 

Complex dielectric permittivity can be well described by a combination of the HN function 

and a conductivity term, as shown below: 

 ̂( ) = ( ) − "( ) = − ( ) + ∑ [ ∆( ( ) ) + ]             (4-1) 

 

Where ω is angular frequency; ̂ is the complex dielectric permittivity; ϵ' is the real part of the 

complex dielectric permittivity, also known as the dielectric constant, which represents the 

stored energy; ϵ" is the imaginary part, or dielectric loss, related to the dissipated energy; N is 

the exponential factor which always lies between 0 and 1; τk specifies the relaxation time 

corresponding to relaxation process k; ϵ∞k is the value of ϵ' at infinite frequencies; ∆ϵ gives the 

difference in ϵ' at very low and infinite frequencies, and is also proportional to the area below 

the ϵ" relaxation peak; βk  and  αk are the asymmetry and the width parameters, respectively (-

αk βk gives the slope of the high frequency side of the relaxation in ϵ"). 

 

Fitting was done using a commercially available software by means of nonlinear computation 

procedures. The measured experimental dielectric spectra, both real and imaginary parts, were 

considered for fitting. At each step fitting continued until being stable. The stability was 

determined by the mean square deviation (MSD) which was calculated by the software at any 

time during the fitting process. Reaching a MSD value lower than 10-4 was set as the minimum 

limit below which the fit is considered stable. Nonetheless, at least 3 iterations were done at 

each step.   
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The relaxation time corresponding to the peak maximum frequency at each temperature was 

determined from the HN fit using the equation below: 

= ∗ ( )( )                                          (4-2) 

 

Where τmax is the relaxation time of the peak maximum frequency; τHN is the calculated 

relaxation time from Equation 4-1. And, α and β are the width and asymmetry parameters 

obtained from Equation 4-1. 

 

The temperature dependence of the relaxation rate (reciprocal of relaxation time) can be well 

described when plotted against the inverse temperature by Arrhenius equation: 

 ( ) = exp	( )                                                 (4-3) 

 

Where f0 is the pre-exponential factor; kB is the Boltzmann constant and Ea is the corresponding 

activation energy of the relaxation process. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Thermal Properties 

TGA measurements have been conducted on neat LDPE, its blend (LDPE/SEBS), 

nanocomposites (LDPE/1C, LDPE/5C, LDPE/15C & LDPE/SEBS/5C) and the source 

masterbatch. Figure 5-1 illustrates some of the TGA curves (the rest of the curves are omitted 

due to the similarity in the trend). Full thermal degradation parameters are listed in Table 5-1. 

As can be seen, the initial degradation temperature of nanocomposites is much higher than that 

of neat LDPE and the blend. This trend continues to the end of the measurement indicating 

that the addition of clay adds to the thermal stability of the base polymer. This improvement 

in thermal stability is due to the intercalated/exfoliated structure of clay within the polymer 
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which enhances the barrier properties against gas diffusion and prolongs the decomposition of 

the material. The decomposition temperature at 10 wt% and 50 wt% of the nanocomposite 

sample containing 5 wt% of the compatibilizer (LDPE/MA/5C) is further increased comparing 

the binary nanocomposite. The possible explanation is the role of MA to improve the degree 

of dispersion of the clay in the LDPE matrix as it was witnessed by its broadened XRD pattern 

(Eesaee, David et al. 2018). 

 

 

Figure 5-1 TGA decomposition curves of neat LDPE, its nanocomposites  
and the source masterbatch in nitrogen atmosphere 

 

The source LDPE/Clay masterbatch supposedly contains 50 wt% nanoclay, however, its actual 

ash content is as low as 31 wt%. The other 19 wt% is believed to be the organic modifier. The 

inorganic residues for nanocomposites are lower than the assigned loading numbers. There is 

also a slight increase in the ash content of the blend comparing to the neat LDPE, which is 

probably due to SEBS having more impurities.  
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Table 5-1 TGA data of LDPE and its blend, nanocomposites  
and source masterbatch 

Sample T10wt%(˚C) T50wt%(˚C) Inorganic Residue (wt%) 

LDPE 401.9 454.3 0.06 

LDPE/1C 434.6 459.3 0.79 

LDPE/5C 429.1 468.4 3.55 

LDPE/15C 454.8 481.7 9.93 

LDPE/MA/5C 448.9 480.1 3.87 

LDPE/SEBS 403.6 451.5 0.26 

LDPE/SEBS/5C 432.8 469.1 3.86 

LDPE-Clay Masterbatch 413.9 466.9 31.19 

 

 

5.3.2 Low-field Dielectric Measurement 

The isothermal curves of the real and the imaginary part of the complex dielectric permittivity 

of LDPE are plotted versus frequency for temperature ranging from 20 to 90 ˚C in Figure 5-2. 

Non polar, low loss-materials like PE are characterized by nearly frequency-independent losses 

over several orders of magnitude, typically between sub-audio and microwaves frequencies, 

where the dielectric losses reach very low values, in the vicinity of 10-4, and does not vary by 

more than one or two orders of magnitude for the whole measurable frequency range. A very 

good text describing such behavior can be found in (Jonscher 1996). Figure 5-2 illustrates, for 

the temperature range from 20 to 90 ˚C, the typical spectrum of the real and imaginary parts of 

the relative permittivity of LDPE. The dielectric losses stay very low for the whole frequency 

range, often lower than the sensitivity of the measurement equipment which led to negative 

values for the intermediate frequency range (not plotted in the log-log graph). The real part of 

the dielectric constant is frequency independent and its value decreases with temperature as 
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predicted by the Clausius-Mossotti equation. No relaxation process is observable in either 

parts. 

 

Figure 5-2 Plots of real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the permittivity for the neat LDPE 
versus frequency at different temperatures 

 

In order to clearly observe the effect of temperature on the relaxation processes of 

nanocomposites, isothermal plots of dielectric loss for LDPE/nC samples are depicted in 

Figure 5-3. The dielectric behavior of the neat polymer is strongly affected by the presence of 

nanofillers. One can notice a broad interfacial relaxation peak at low frequencies moving 

towards higher frequencies as the temperature goes up from 20 to 90 ˚C showing a thermally 

activated behavior. This is expected since the ionic conductivity along clay platelets increases 

with temperature, therefore results in decreasing the relaxation times (Fréchette, Larocque et 

al. 2008). The dielectric loss levels are approximately 2-3 orders of magnitude higher 

compared to those of neat LDPE at each temperature. A double peaks structure gradually 

develops in the nanocomposites representing two relaxation modes arising from the addition 

of clay nanofiller into the base polymer. This double peak structure has been previously 

reported for polymer/clay nanocomposites (Tomer, Polizos et al. 2011, David and Fréchette 

2013, Zazoum, David et al. 2013). 
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Figure 5-3 Dielectric loss (ϵ") of nanocomposites as a function of frequency in different 
temperatures for different clay loadings: a) 2.5%, b) 5%, c) 10%, and d) 15% 

 

The first relaxation is detected at low frequency which is most likely due to the enhanced 

trapping of charge carriers in the interface areas between nanofiller and the base polymer 

known as Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS) polarization. The driving force of this charge 

blockage is the conductivity difference of the two phases [40]. Mobile charges migrate under 

the influence of the electric field and accumulate at the interface of the nanofiller and polymer 

matrix and form large electric dipoles which attempt to follow the orientation of the applied 

field. In low frequencies, they have enough time to align themselves parallel to the field 

direction. When the frequency increases the time delay in the orientation results in the 

occurrence of a dielectric relaxation process. The second relaxation is detected at higher 

frequency which is most probably due to the orientation (dipolar) polarization associated with 

the polar domains of the organic intercalant present in the masterbatch that was used for surface 
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treatment of clay layer. The weight ratio of the organic modifier to clay is calculated to be 

around 0.6:1 according to the TGA results in the previous section. The relaxation time for 

MWS polarization, on average, is around 104 times slower than the dipolar polarization. This 

indicates that the movement of trapped charge carriers in the clay phase towards the 

polymer/clay interface takes much longer time than the orientation of the polar domains. No 

clear DC conductivity term is observable when fitting the data for this particular series of 

nanocomposites which is probably due to the restriction on charge diffusion/fluctuation that is 

brought by the polyethylene-clay nanostructured network. 

 

To further analyze the dielectric response, the experimental data were fitted into the Havriliak-

Negami (HN) function to obtain the best-fit dielectric parameters for the observed relaxation 

processes. This was combined, when necessary, with a power law term to evaluate the 

contribution of charge fluctuations. Only the experimental data at 45 ˚C and higher were 

considered for quantitative assessment as the two relaxation peaks are clearly discernible in 

this temperature window. The relaxation times corresponding to the peak maximum frequency 

at each temperature were calculated from HN fit using Equation 4-1. Figure 5-4 illustrates the 

characteristic relaxation rates (fmax) of the two relaxation processes for different variation of 

clay nanocomposites versus inverse temperature. At increasing clay concentration, the 

relaxation rates decrease for MWS process. This is a common behavior for nanocomposites 

having non-conductive matrices where the volume fraction of the filler induces a slight 

increase of the relaxation time (Schönhals and Kremer 2003, David and Fréchette 2013). 

Another explanation is the possible formation of bigger agglomerates with lower effective 

conductivity. On the other hand, the relaxation rates for dipolar polarization slightly increase 

with increasing the clay concentration. The resulting activation energies from fitting to the 

Arrhenius model (Equation 4-3) are displayed on the plot. It is evident that both processes 

follow the Arrhenius’ equation. These activation energies reflect the electrostatic interaction 

of charge carriers within the system. The activation energies for fast polarization is higher than 

the ones for slow polarization and this discrepancy is more pronounced for higher loadings of 

clay (with the exception of LDPE/5C). This is expected as the charge carriers motion 

experiences lower electrostatic barriers within the polar groups of intercalant than when 
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diffusing between neighboring interfaces. Obeying Arrhenius plot confirms that none of the 

two relaxations represent the α-relaxation, the relaxation related to the molecular dynamics 

controlling the glass/rubber transition of the amorphous part of the polymer i.e. the segmental 

dynamics (Donth 1992), as it would instead follow the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) 

equation (Sengers, Van den Berg et al. 2005). 

 

 

Figure 5-4 Arrhenius plot for the relaxation rate of the low frequency  
(filled) and high frequency (unfilled) relaxation processes with their  

corresponding activation energies calculated from Arrhenius equation.  

 

The dielectric strength of the two relaxations, ΔεL and ΔεH, are plotted against the reciprocal 

of temperature in Figure 5-5. The level of the dielectric relaxation strengths is proportional to 

the amount of nanoclay which further confirms that both relaxations are at the origin of the 

addition of nanofiller. The dielectric relaxation strengths are almost independent of 

temperature at any concentration of nanofiller which indicates that similar amount of dipoles 

are contributing to both relaxation processes, according to the Debye-Fröhlich-Kirkwood 

theory (Schönhals and Kremer 2003). Increasing trend of dielectric strength with increasing 
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temperature is mostly reported for secondary relaxations in polymeric systems where the 

enhanced mobility of the molecular dipoles is mainly ascribed to a higher mobility of the 

polymer matrix or to an increase of the density of dipoles. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Δε of the (a) MWS and (b) dipolar relaxations of LDPE/nC as a function of 
reciprocal temperature. 

 

The shape parameters of the two relaxations are depicted in Figure 5-6. The width parameter 

(α) represents the broadness of the relaxation curve. Higher α means the relaxation peak is 

narrower. For the low frequency relaxation, αL was found to decrease when the nanofiller 

loading was increased. This implies that the distribution of the MWS relaxation times increases 

by increasing clay content. For the high frequency relaxation, the width parameter (αH) are 

very close and similar in different temperatures indicating a symmetrical broadening 

comparable to Debye peak and a good dispersion level of organic modifier (and hence of clay 

sheets and tactoids also). The asymmetry parameter for the fast polarization (βH) is very close 

to unity indicating that this relaxation process can be relatively well described by a Cole-Cole 

distribution. However, at highest loading of nanofiller (15%) there is a deviation from Cole-

Cole distribution (βH~0.8) which might be explained by the change in the mobility of charges 

related to the structural change of polymer-clay interface. The asymmetry parameter for the 

fast polarization (βL) is far lower than unity for 2.5 and 5% of clay loadings. This asymmetry 

in the slow relaxation process (MWS) reflects a temperature-induced change in the trapping 
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mechanism of the space-charge and can also be attributed to local heterogeneities i.e. the 

existence of regions with exfoliated clay platelets. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Shape parameters of the MWS (a&b) and dipolar (c&d) relaxations of LDPE/nC 
as a function of reciprocal temperature. 

 

Series of LDPE/clay nanocomposites samples containing 5 wt% of compatibilizer (MA) 

exhibit the same double peak structure in dielectric spectra as depicted in Figure 5-7. The 

dynamics are very similar to the binary nanocomposites (LDPE/nC) and omitted for the sake 

of brevity. The level of dielectric loss is slightly higher comparing to the binary 

nanocomposite. However, no separate dielectric relaxation can be spotted for MA 

compatibilizer. A similar behavior has been reported in the literature (Khalf and Ward 2010, 

David, Fréchette et al. 2013, Zazoum, David et al. 2013, Zazoum, David et al. 2014). 
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The MWS relaxation is more intense for LDPE/MA/nC nanocomposites comparing to the 

binary nanocomposites and is slightly shifted to the lower frequencies indicating slower 

dynamics. This is expected as the MA would be close/attached to the nanofiller due to 

thermodynamic effects and can be related to the enhancement role of MA on the dispersion of 

nanofiller within the polymer matrix. The role of compatibilizer is to improve the level of 

dispersion of clay with the help of the polar interactions between the maleic anhydride groups 

in the compatibilizer and the hydroxyl groups of clay as was confirmed by the broader 

diffraction peak in XRD patterns (Eesaee, David et al. 2018). A similar trend has been reported 

previously (David, Zazoum et al. 2015). This improvement of the dispersion level increases 

the interfaces of nanofiller with the polymer matrix resulting in more interfacial chain 

cooperativity and hence longer relaxation times. The increase of dielectric loss in low 

frequency might also arise from the random orientation of stacks of clay platelets that were 

intercalated with the help of MA (David, Fréchette et al. 2013). The interfacial relaxation peaks 

being narrower comparing to the binary nanocomposites suggests a somewhat narrow 

distribution of nanofiller. 
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Figure 5-7 Dielectric loss (ϵ") of nanocomposites containing 5% MA as a function of 
frequency in different temperatures for different clay loadings: a) 2.5%, b) 5%, c) 10%, and 

d) 15% 

 

At highest loading of nanofiller (15%) there is a consistent increase in the level of dielectric 

loss towards low frequencies which completely overshadows the MWS relaxation. This is 

accompanied with an increase in the real part of the permittivity (not shown here). This increase 

of both real and imaginary parts of the permittivity is known as low frequency dispersion. The 

optimum fit parameters for LDPE/MA/15C are listed in Table 5-2, and an example of fitting 

to Equation 4-1 is illustrated in Figure 5-8. The MWS relaxation process was detected only in 

the temperatures above 60 ˚C. In addition to the relaxations processes, the charge fluctuation 

term is also detected. This high level of charge carriers’ contribution is a direct result of the 

combination of high nanofiller loading and the presence of MA compatibilizer enhancing the 

filler dispersion and allowing the creation of a percolating network. A similar effect has been 
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observed in ZnO loaded SEBS and SEBS-MA (Helal, David et al. 2017) for which a significant 

contribution from the charge carrier was observed when the dispersion was enhanced. The DC 

conductivity exponent (the slope of the plot of imaginary permittivity versus frequency curve 

in log-scale) never exceeds 0.34 which is far from the ideal electronic conductivity (~1), 

indicating that the contribution of charge blockage at the interface of the specimen and metal 

electrodes (electrode polarization) is more than charge leakage through the specimen. Low 

field conduction is a common phenomenon in nanocomposites where nanofillers are believed 

to be the source of ionic carriers increasing the conductivity (Tanaka 2005). The DC 

conductivity might also arise from impurities introduced by MA or nanofiller (i.e. the by-

products of organic modification reactions). Addition of compatibilizer was certainly 

accompanied with some additional impurities as was observed in the TGA results. 

 

Table 5-2 Optimum fit parameters for LDPE/MA/15C 

 DC Conductivity Low frequency relaxation High frequency relaxation 

T (˚C) σ0  (S/m) N   Δ  	( )   Δ  	( ) 
45 8 x 10-15 0.251 - - - - 0.67 0.73 0.096 5.1 x 10-4 

50 2.7 x 10-14 0.267 - - - - 0.68 0.66 0.12 2.7 x 10-4 

55 6.7 x 10-14 0.278 - - - - 0.67 0.67 0.139 1.5 x 10-4 

60 1.4 x 10-13 0.287 - - - - 0.63 0.72 0.154 8.2 x 10-5 

65 2.9 x 10-13 0.302 0.66 1 0.011 0.05 0.6 0.8 0.178 6.5 x 10-5 

70 5.5 x 10-13 0.323 0.54 1 0.062 0.042 0.6 0.79 0.198 3.8 x 10-5 

75 8.8 x 10-13 0.336 0.53 1 0.107 0.038 0.6 0.8 0.211 2.3 x 10-5 

80 1.3 x 10-12 0.339 0.5 1 0.142 0.037 0.61 0.8 0.216 1.4 x 10-5 

85 1.7 x 10-12 0.337 0.55 1 0.139 0.027 0.62 0.8 0.22 8.7 x 10-6 

90 2.1 x 10-12 0.334 0.58 1 0.143 0.022 0.63 0.81 0.224 5.4 x 10-6 
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Figure 5-8 An example of fitting corresponding to LDPE/MA/15C at 90 ˚C 

 

The dielectric loss spectra of unfilled blends are reported in Figure 5-9 (a&b). Since neither 

SEBS nor the maleate compatibilizer are strongly polar, they are not expected to significantly 

increase the dielectric losses when blended with LDPE. Indeed, the dielectric loss spectra 

showed in Figure 5-9 (a&b) were found to remain low, in the 10-4 vicinity and close to the 

limit of the measuring device, with no specific relaxation process observable in the chosen 

frequency/temperature windows. No contribution from the segmental relaxation associated 

with the glass transitions of the constituents of the thermoplastic copolymer phase was 

expected as it is too slow for the polystyrene (PS) and too fast for the rubbery midblock (PEB) 

to occur within the frequency and temperature windows of this work. The level of dielectric 

loss for LDPE/SEBS-MA blend, however, is slightly higher than that of LDPE/SEBS which is 

most likely due to the presence of MA polar groups. Addition of 5% clay into the blend of 

LDPE with SEBS and SEBS-MA (Figure 5-9 c&d) resulted in a similar double peak structure 
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than the one that was observed previously. Comparing to the corresponding binary 

nanocomposite (LDPE/5C), both relaxations start to appear in lower frequencies. It is obvious 

that this change is as a result of the interaction of clay nanofiller with the cocontinuous structure 

of the blend matrix and the intrinsic dielectric behavior of the thermoplastic copolymer. In fact, 

the double peaks structure has also been observed for clay/rubbers nanocomposites 

(Hernández, Carretero-González et al. 2009, Vo, Anastasiadis et al. 2011). LDPE/SEBS/5C 

shows no trend of frequency dispersion at any studied temperature, however, LDPE/SEBS-

MA/5C becomes slightly conductive only at 90 ˚C with a conductivity lower than 10-17 S/m 

and an exponent of 0.48. This can be attributed to the interaction of MA with functional groups 

on the surface of clay particles leading to improved dispersion and slightly higher conductivity 

(Helal, Pottier et al. 2018). 

 

The MWS process occurring in lower frequencies can be explained by the selective localization 

of nanofiller. In our previous work it was shown that during the mixing stage, clay has tendency 

to leave the polyethylene and migrate into the thermoplastic phase where it has more affinity 

towards the aromatic rings of the PS block and to the mobility of chains in the rubbery PEB 

phase (Eesaee, David et al. 2018). Although a number of nanoparticles get stuck in the interface 

of the two polymer phases, this migration results in intercalation of the elastomer chains in 

clay galleries and helps creating a more exfoliated structure by disrupting the regular stacked 

layer structure of nanofiller. This improvement in the degree of clay exfoliation, similar to the 

effect of MA compatibilizer, results in a larger number of interfaces and less efficient 

restriction of chains motions which will eventually increase the cooperativity of interfacial 

chains resulting in increased relaxation times (Wu, Tang et al. 2013). 

 

The high frequency peak being broader and more intensified might be as a result of the 

overlapping of one or several relaxation processes with the dipolar relaxation. In addition to 

the above mentioned modes and charge fluctuation term a new relaxation peak was observed 

for both sets of blend nanocomposites in the vicinity of the high frequency relaxation (Figure 

5-9 e&f). A common hypothesis to explain the origin of this new relaxation mode is the 

presence of an adsorbed water layer at the interface of nanofiller and the polymeric matrix. 
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Water would constitute a conductive layer leading to an interfacial relaxation observable 

usually in the intermediate frequencies which can also influence the dipolar relaxation 

dynamics (Glaskova and Aniskevich 2009, Couderc, David et al. 2013, Lau, Vaughan et al. 

2014). The water effect, however, was shown to be negligible for several reasons: the 

organomodified clay is believed to have a high hydrophobicity level (Darie, Pâslaru et al. 

2014), the polymeric constituents of the blend matrix are apolar, and there are reports that no 

significant impact of water was observed on dielectric properties of nanocomposites containing 

modified clay based separately on polyethylene (David, Zazoum et al. 2015) and SEBS (Helal, 

David et al. 2017).  

 

Panaitescu et al. (Panaitescu, Vuluga et al. 2013) witnessed a similar relaxation process when 

only 10% of SEBS was added to their clay-containing polypropylene nanocomposite. They 

related this new relaxation process to the local motions inside EB blocks due to the possible 

presence of polar groups as a result of oxidative degradation. Dielectric spectroscopy of neat 

SEBS done by Chen et al. (Chen and Zhao 2011) also revealed a similar relaxation process 

located between α-relaxations of PS and EB phases. They speculated that the origin of this 

process might be either due to the molecular motions in the interface regions of PS/EB of high 

thicknesses or the interfacial polarization relaxation in the interface of hard and soft domains. 

Another speculation is the local segmental relaxation of rubber chains with reduced mobility 

located at clay interface with the polymeric matrix (Hernández, Carretero-González et al. 2009, 

Qu, Deng et al. 2011, Lin, Liu et al. 2015). The contributions of the each proposed modes are 

unclear and further investigations are required. 
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Figure 5-9 Dielectric loss (ϵ") as a function of frequency and temperature: a)LDPE/SEBS, 
b)LDPE/SEBS-MA, c)LDPE/SEBS/5C, d)LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C. Fitting at 90 ˚C for 

e)LDPE/SEBS/5C and f) LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C. 

 

The dipolar relaxation for LDPE/SEBS-MA/5C is noticeably more intense than 

LDPE/SEBS/5C. This is expected due to the great compatibility of MA to the nanofiller 
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resulting in more pronounced intercalation of the elastomer chains in clay galleries as was 

confirmed by the stretched and smaller phase domain in the SEM micrographs and also the 

broad X-ray diffraction peak (Eesaee, David et al. 2018). More intercalation/exfoliation also 

means that more organic intercalants are exposed to the blend matrix and contribute to the 

dipolar relaxation.  Another explanation can be the possible relaxation process assigned to 

localized fluctuations of the polar maleic anhydride groups (Böhning, Goering et al. 2005). 

 

Concluding Remarks 

Low field dielectric properties of nanocomposites comprising of neat LDPE or its 

cocontinuous blends with SEBS family as the matrix and clay nanoparticles as the 

reinforcement were studied in this work in a wide range of frequency and temperature. A 

commercially available masterbatch was used as the source of nanofiller, which was roughly 

comprised of 50wt% LDPE, 31% montmorillonite clay and 19% organic modifier. The 

masterbatch was diluted to form desired concentrations of nanofiller. The dielectric spectra 

were fitted with at least two terms of Havriliak-Negami function and, when needed, a charge 

fluctuation term to cover the low frequency dispersion (DC conductivity + electrode 

polarization). 

 

All the nanocomposites showed two dielectric relaxation processes, that were absent in neat 

LDPE, representing the charge trapping in the polarized domains (MWS) and the dipolar 

orientation. The dielectric behavior was shown to be thermally activated as the dielectric losses 

were unanimously moving to higher frequencies with the increase in temperature. The addition 

of 5 wt% MA compatibilizer slightly increased the dielectric loss while increasing the 

relaxation times due to the obtained further improvement in the dispersion of nanofiller. Low 

frequency dispersion phenomenon was observed only in the nanocomposite containing the 

highest loading of clay accompanied by compatibilizer. This was explained to be related to 

increased charge carriers’ fluctuations, either being immobilized in the interface of the 

specimen and metal electrode (electrode polarization) or leakage current through the specimen 

(DC conductivity) coming from the creation of a percolating network. The double peaks 

structure was also witnessed for the nanocomposites with the blend matrix. However, a new 
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relaxation process was detected close to the dipolar relaxation. Comparing to the binary 

nanocomposites, the existence of this new process was believed to be related to the SEBS 

phase. Several speculations were presented to explain this phenomenon; however, the authors 

did not achieve a decisive explanation. 
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the effects of organomodified montmorillonite (clay) and styrene-

(ethylene-co-butylene)-styrene triblock copolymer (SEBS) on the morphological and electrical 

properties of polypropylene (PP). Several PP-clay as well as PP/SEBS blend clay composites 

were obtained. The nanofillers were found to be well-embedded into the polymeric matrix with 

a high degree of dispersion. The microstructure of the blend matrix revealed a co-continuous 

structure for the equal proportion of the two polymers. This was shown to control the 

localization of nanofiller by triggering them to migrate into the SEBS phase, mostly getting 

stuck at the interface and creating a strong network which eventually resulted in more 

exfoliation of clay platelets and comparable/superior electrical properties comparing to binary 

nanocomposites. The incorporation of clay resulted in a solid-like rheological behavior which 

was more enhanced in blend nanocomposites due to the nature of clock copolymer and the 

stronger network of nanofiller. The dielectric spectra of the nanocomposites were analyzed 

with the sum of Havriliak–Negami function and a power-law term revealing two major 
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relaxation processes aroused by the presence of clay: The Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars interfacial 

polarization at low frequency and the dipolar relaxation at high frequency. A new relaxation 

process was observed for the nanocomposites with the blend matrix. Several possibilities are 

presented as the origin of this phenomenon. Both blending and nanofiller inclusion resulted in 

less accumulated space charge. A significant improvement in the AC breakdown strength of 

PP was witnessed upon addition of clay. This was associated to the barrier effect of clay, 

creating tortuous path for charge carriers which prolongs the breakdown time. Despite the less 

inherent breakdown strength of SEBS, the blend nanocomposites showed even more enhanced 

breakdown properties confirming the further improvement of nanofiller network structure. 

 

Keywords: Polypropylene, clay-polymer nanocomposites, HV insulating material 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Nowadays extruded cables employing a solid dielectric as insulation wall are dominating the 

underground high voltage (HV) transmission and medium voltage distribution network. The 

most common dielectric material in this regards is polyethylene (PE). PE is cheap, can easily 

be processed and has a high chemical resistance and a very low electrical loss. However, PE 

family has low thermal stability and operating temperature. Therefore, LDPE is normally 

crosslinked into crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) which exhibits higher thermo-mechanical 

stability and can withstand temperatures up to 90 ˚C (Vahedy 2006). On the other hand, the 

crosslinking process makes XLPE a thermoset material which cannot be easily recycled raising 

concerns to its long term sustainability. The development of ecofriendly insulation materials 

for HV cables is now of significant importance. 

 

Polypropylene (PP) has the advantage of offering a much higher thermal stability and 

mechanical integrity at elevated temperatures than PE while maintaining almost all the other 

advantages without the need to crosslink, and therefore can meet the increasing demands of 

environmental protection and sustainable development. Its main drawback is being too stiff 
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and brittle at room temperature for incorporation into a cable system (Kurahashi, Matsuda et 

al. 2006). 

 

To overcome this limitation and improve the mechanical properties of PP, researchers have 

developed novel materials via blending PP with other thermoplastic polymers (Graziano, Jaffer 

et al. 2018), copolymerization with other olefins (Nitta, Shin et al. 2005) and incorporation of 

inorganic nanofillers (Manias, Touny et al. 2001) while addressing the environmental issues. 

Due to their unique microstructure, polymer nanocomposites developed for electrical 

applications (nanodielectrics) are shown to have improved electrical properties including 

enhanced dielectric breakdown strength and space charge suppression  (Tanaka, Montanari et 

al. 2004). However, their efficiency directly depends on the quality of the nanofiller dispersion 

and the quality of its interface with the polymer matrix. Studies revealed a strong impact of the 

level of filler dispersion and interfacial adhesion to the matrix on the toughness characteristics 

of PP composites (Tjong, Bao et al. 2005). For this reason, the inorganic nanofillers usually 

undergo a modification step in order to have more compatibility towards the host polymer 

(Delbem, Valera et al. 2010). In this work a natural clay, montmorillonite, was used as the 

nanoreinforcement available in a premixed masterbatch. It has been treated with 

compatibilizing agents to minimize the surface attraction force, enabling the particles to 

disperse to nanoscale size. Clay is cheap, available in low cost and high amount, has a high 

aspect ratio and is regarded as a promising reinforcement to be involved in nanocomposites for 

electrical applications (Kindersberger, Tanaka et al. 2011). 

 

Further modification on PP’s mechanical properties can be achieved through blending with 

another thermoplastic polymer.  In particular, polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-

polystyrene (SEBS) is an interesting candidate. As a thermoplastic elastomer (TPE), SEBS 

offers a combination of elastic property of elastomers and process-ability of thermoplastic 

polymers. SEBS has shown to have excellent electrical properties when used as the base 

polymer (Helal, David et al. 2017) or in a blend (Helal, Demarquette et al. 2015). SEBS is 

expected to drastically improve the toughness of PP (Panaitescu, Vuluga et al. 2013). Besides, 

the unique structure of SEBS and the incompatibility between SEBS and PP make it possible 
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to create a nanostructured template to host the nanofiller and facilitate the 

dispersion/interaction of nanofiller in the blend matrix (Helal, Demarquette et al. 2016). The 

combination of a soft elastomer phase and a hard polystyrene phase can navigate the nanoclay 

and selectively accommodate to create a strong network which would eventually improve the 

electrical properties of the blend. 

 

Although clay-filled PP nanocomposites have been studied extensively in the literature, little 

work has been done on their performance on electrical insulating parts. The current study aims 

to evaluate the dielectric properties of PP based nanocomposites and examine their potentials 

for insulation applications, in particular replacing XLPE. First, the morphology of the 

nanocomposites was examined by means of X-ray diffractometer, electron microscopy and 

rheometry. Then the dielectric properties were discussed including the low-field dielectric 

response, dc conductivity, space charge accumulation and short-term AC breakdown strength. 

 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Materials and Processing 

A commercially available premixed PP/Clay masterbatch was used as the source of nanofiller 

(Nanocore, nanoMax®-PP). The masterbatch contains 50 wt% of organomodified 

montmorillonite. An electrical grade of polypropylene (Pro-Fax EP315J) was used to dilute 

the masterbatch into desired concentrations of nanoclay. PP was supplied from LyondellBasell 

in powder form with a density of 0.902 g/cm3 and MFI of 2.6 g/10 min (230 °C/2.16 kg). 

 

A co-rotating twin screw extruder was used to prepare two series of nanocomposites by means 

of melt compounding with concentration profile of clay being set as 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 15% 

where PP powder and masterbatch granules were directly fed. The same procedure was used 

to prepare blend nanocomposites of PP with polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-

polystyrene (SEBS) thermoplastic elastomer supplied from Kraton (FG1901) having a MFI of 

22 (230°C/2.16 kg) and a density of 0.91 g/cm3. SEBS contains 30 wt% fractions of 
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polystyrene (PS) block in its structure. This grade of SEBS also contains 1.4-2 wt% of maleic 

anhydride attached to the rubbery block.  

 

All the ingredients were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ˚C for 48h prior to use. They were 

manually pre-mixed before being fed to the extruder. The temperature profile of extruder was 

set to 190-230 ˚C from hopper to die. The outcome of the extruder was cooled and grinded into 

small pellets. The obtained pellets were used to make thin plates (200 μm thickness) in an 

electrically heated hydraulic press. After 5 minutes of preheat, the pellets were hot-pressed for 

another 5 minutes at 210 ˚C and then water-cooled to ambient temperature with a cooling rate 

of 10 ˚C per minute. Nanocomposites are named as PP-n, with “n” referring the nominal 

percentage of incorporated clay. In case of blends the mass fractions of the two phases are set 

equal for each phase while incorporating 1 or 5% of clay (PP-SEBS-1, PP-SEBS-5). 

 

6.2.2 Measurements and Characterization 

High resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the 

morphology of the as-obtained nanocomposites using a Hitachi SU-8230 Field Emission-

STEM microscope. Prior to the observation, samples were cryogenically cut and then sputtered 

with a layer of platinum (20 nm) using a Turbo-Pumped Sputter Coater (Q150T S). Solvent 

extraction has been used to investigate the microscopic structure of the blend nanocomposite. 

Blend sample was held in Toluene for 24 h at room temperature while being gently stirred and 

then washed with alcohol before SEM observation. 

 

The degree of dispersion and intercalation of the nanoclay was evaluated through X-ray 

diffraction using PAN-analytical X’Pert Pro with Kα radiation (λ = 1.542 Å) having an 

accelerating voltage and electrical current of 40 kV and 40 mA respectively. The scanning was 

conducted from 2° to 10° with a step size of 0.102°. The counting time was set to 400 ms per 

step. The intercalate spacing (d001) was measured, if needed, by Bragg’s law (2d sinθ=λ), where 

λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation used, d is the distant between the diffraction of lattice 

plans, and θ is the diffraction angle measured 
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Rheological measurements were conducted at 210 ˚C via a strain-controlled rheometer (MCR 

501 Anton Paar). The linear viscoelastic range was first determined by carrying out a strain 

sweep, then small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) tests were performed in the frequency 

range from 0.01 to 300 rad.s-1. Samples having 25 mm diameter were used in parallel plate 

geometry with 1 mm sample gap. 

 

A novocontrol broadband dielectric spectrometer was used to record the dielectric spectra of 

available samples in the frequency range of 10-1 to 106 Hz. Samples with the average thickness 

of 300 μm were sandwiched between two gold-plated electrodes in a parallel-plate geometry 

(40 mm of diameter) while all placed in a temperature-controlled chamber with a stability of 

0.5 ˚C. The applied excitation voltage was set to 1 Vrms. A wide range of temperature was 

chosen to produce isothermal series of complex dielectric permittivity from 10 ˚C to 90 ˚C. All 

samples were dried at 50 ˚C in a vacuum oven for at least 24 hrs. Some data were fitted into 

Havriliak-Negami (HN) function to further analyze the observed relaxation processes. When 

necessary, a power law term was used to take into account the contribution of charge 

fluctuations. 

 

The space charge profile has been determined using pulsed electroacoustic technique (PEA) 

where the acoustic waves created as a result of the interaction of a pulsive electric field and 

space charge inside the material is detected by a transducer. A HV pulse with an amplitude of 

500 V and duration of 10 ns was applied to collect the charge profile information while the 

specimens were experiencing the DC field for a duration of 10000s after which the HV source 

was disconnected to record the depolarization profile for another 2000s. A semiconductive 

layer was placed between the HV electrode and the specimen to attenuate the sonic impedance 

mismatch. The measurements were done at 30 ˚C. 

 

The AC short-term breakdown strength of the samples were measured using a BAUR DTA 

100 device at ambient temperature. Samples were gently held between two ball-type electrodes 

(4 mm diameter) in a surrounding medium of insulating oil (Luminol TR-i, Petro-Canada) to 
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avoid flashover. The measurement was carried out according to method A from ASTM D149. 

The ramp was set to 2 kV/s and continued until the breakdown occurred. The insulating oil 

was dried in vacuum oven for a minimum of 48 h at 60 ˚C. Ten specimens were tested for each 

sample. Each time before changing the sample, the insulating oil was removed and fully 

replaced, and the electrodes were cleaned. A thickness of 160 μm was used for the breakdown 

test. The non-uniformity in the thickness of specimens were corrected using a power law 

relationship as discussed in (Helal, David et al. 2017). 

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 X-ray Diffraction 

The X-ray diffraction spectra for nanocomposites are displayed in Figure 1. The intensity, 

shape, and position of the basal reflection peaks helps identifying the microstructure of 

nanocomposite and the degree of intercalation/exfoliation of nanoclay. A single silicate layer 

has a thickness of around 1 nm, but they tend to form stacks of tactoids where the layers have 

a Van der Waals gap known as the interlayer of the gallery. The thickness of stacks of tactoids 

might reach up to several hundreds of microns. Polymer intercalation within the interlayer of 

nanoclay usually results in increased interlayer spacing and projects as a shift of the diffraction 

peak towards lower angles, according to Brag’s law. 

 

As seen in Figure 6-1, the XRD patterns of binary PP-clay nanocomposites show similar 

distinct peaks indicating an intercalation of clay layers in PP. The interlayer spacing (d001) of 

nanoclay can be calculated from the primary diffraction peak using Bragg’s law. The 

masterbatch indicates a (d001) peak around 2θ=3.2˚ corresponding to an interlayer spacing of 

2.7 nm. It can also be seen that nanocomposite peaks are on the right side of the corresponding 

peak in the masterbatch indicating that the dilution with pure PP led to a decrease in the basal 

spacing. The interlayer spacing for nanocomposites are around 2.15 nm and 1.96 nm for PP-5 

and PP-1 respectively. While it shows that there is no sign of exfoliation, it also indicates 

collapsing of the silicate layers during compounding (Aloisi, Elisei et al. 2010). Another 
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explanation could be that the layered silicate particles are dispersed in thin stacks consisting 

only of few layers, forming edge-to-edge structure and the distance between the plates 

decreases causing a reduction in peak height. For nanocomposites with blend matrix, however, 

there is no sign of diffraction peaks which is a strong indication of layered silicates being 

separated to a point to form an exfoliated state where the interlayer spacing cannot be defined 

and individual layers are far from each other. It appears that the dispersion of clay is strongly 

affected by the evolution of the co-continuous structure of the blend matrix during the mixing 

stage. The affection of clay towards the elastomer phase and possible migration between the 

two phases helped clay platelets to get separated. 

 

It must be noted that XRD cannot solely define the microstructure of the layered silicates and 

other means of spectroscopy are necessary to fully evaluate the dispersion/distribution of 

nanoclay. 

 

 

Figure 6-1 X-ray diffraction patterns for polypropylene/clay nanocomposites 
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6.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The dispersion of nanoclay in PP was examined using SEM. The SEM micrographs of PP-clay 

nanocomposites are shown in Figure 6-2. It is hard to spot delaminated platelets but stacks and 

aggregates of clay are easily seen (shown by arrows). The stacks are fairly separated and almost 

uniformly distributed within the PP matrix. However, a small gap can be seen in the interfacial 

area around some of the stacks indicating a somewhat poor bond between clay layers with the 

hydrophobic PP matrix most indicating that the surface modification did not fully modify the 

hydrophilicity of clay. 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Scanning electron microscopy micrographs of PP-clay nanocomposites in 
different concentrations 

 

The SEM micrographs of the blend nanocomposite containing 5% of nanoclay are depicted in 

Figure 6-3. Due to the immiscibility, similar viscosity and equal ratio of the two phases a co-

continuous structure is expected. This random micrometric mixture is visible in the SEM 
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micrograph and is being shown by red dotted area. The co-continuity is confirmed when the 

elastomer phase is selectively removed via solvent extraction. Despite the presence of 

nanofiller, they are hard to spot due to the complexity of the images. They are, however, 

expected to be located in both phases and mostly in the interface of the two phases. The 

thermodynamic attraction of the elastomer phase to nanoclay results in a migration of 

nanofiller from the PP phase and during this process a huge amount of clay stacks and platelets 

would be stuck in the interface due to the short mixing time and high aspect ratio of the 

nanoclay (Figure 6-4). This transportation process of nanoclay has been thoroughly discussed 

in the authors’ previous work in a similar formulation with having LDPE instead of PP 

[Chapter 2]. 

 

 

Figure 6-3 SEM micrographs of PP/SEBS-5 before (left) and after (right) solvent extraction 
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Figure 6-4 Schematic representation of morphology development during melt-mixing 

 

6.3.3 Rheological Properties 

Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) test has been carried out to deepen the 

understanding of the morphology and the dispersion of the clay. The storage modulus (the real 

part of the complex modulus) and the magnitude of the complex viscosity of the 

nanocomposites as a function of frequency are shown in Figure 6-5. PP shows an expected 

semi-terminal behavior with a high slope and drop of the modulus at low frequencies. Upon 

addition of 1% clay the curves slightly deviate from the homopolymer and shift to higher 

values in low frequencies. The same trend is visible for higher loadings of clay with more 

deviation to the point where a plateau of storage modulus can be seen at low frequencies. At 

5% concentration of nanoclay the rheological percolation threshold is already reached and 

nanocomposite shows a liquid-solid transition (LST). The increase in the level of storage 

modulus and viscosity towards lower frequencies is probably due to the creation of a network 
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of nanofiller with themselves and/or polymer matrix to restrict the molecular motion of PP 

matrix. 

 

A strong pseudo solid-like behavior can be seen for nanocomposites with blend matrix. There 

is a consistent and huge increase in the level of storage modulus and complex viscosity when 

compared with PP. This is due to the phase separated morphology and high level of 

heterogeneity of block copolymer that is involved into the blend matrix. The change in the 

loading of nanofiller from 1 to 5% has little impact on both curves implying that the block 

copolymer’s contribution is stronger that the impact of morphology. This is a common 

behavior in co-continuous blends (Veenstra, Verkooijen et al. 2000). Nonetheless, nanoclay 

enhance the rheological properties mostly due to the presence of clay in the interface of the 

two phases that would suppress the coalescence of the blend resulting in a stronger network of 

nanofiller with the matrix. 

 

 

Figure 6-5 SAOS measurements of clay-reinforced nanocomposites: storage modulus (left) 
and complex viscosity (right) as function of angular frequency 

 

6.3.4 Low-field Dielectric Measurements 

As a non-polar low loss material, PP is expected to have frequency independent losses and not 

show any relaxation process over the temperature and frequency range of the measurement in 
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this work (Zhou, Hu et al. 2016). However, the dielectric behavior of PP is heavily affected by 

the presence of nanoclay. As an example, isothermal plots of dielectric loss for PP-5 are 

depicted in Figure 6-6.a as a function of frequency. A broad interfacial relaxation peak can be 

noticed at low frequencies moving towards higher frequencies with the increase in temperature 

showing a thermally activated behavior. This is anticipated due to the increase in the ionic 

conductivity along clay platelets at higher temperature resulting in lower relaxation times 

(Fréchette, Larocque et al. 2008). A double peak structure gradually develops in the 

nanocomposite representing two dielectric relaxation processes which is a common behavior 

in clay-filled plastic nanocomposites (Tomer, Polizos et al. 2011, David and Fréchette 2013). 

An example of fitting to HN at 90 ˚C is provided in Figure 6-6.b. The double peak structure 

appeared in all the binary nanocomposites (PP-n). 

 

The first relaxation appeared at low frequency is most likely due to the charge trapping in the 

interface areas of nanoclay and PP which is known as Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS) 

polarization. The difference in conductivity of the two phases results in charge carriers to being 

trapped and then acting as large electric dipoles showing a dielectric relaxation process. The 

second relaxation peak at high frequency is most likely due to the orientation polarization 

associated with the polar domains of the organic intercalant that was used for surface treatment 

of clay layer. There is a nearly 4 decades’ difference in relaxation times indicating that the 

orientation of the polar domains occur way faster than the movement of trapped charge carriers 

towards the PP/clay interface. 

 

The evolution of dielectric loss for PP-15 with temperature and frequency, and an example of 

fitting are depicted in Figure 6-6.c&d. A consistent increase of dielectric loss towards low 

frequencies can be seen accompanied with the increase in the real permittivity (not shown 

here). This phenomenon is known as low frequency dispersion and consists of contributions 

of charge leakage through the specimen (dc conductivity) and charge blockage at the interface 

of the specimen and metal electrodes (electrode polarization). The contribution of the dc 

conductivity can be determined by the dc conductivity exponent which is the slope of the plot 

of imaginary permittivity versus frequency curve in log-scale. In case of ideal electronic 
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conductivity, the dc conductivity exponent is very close to unity, however, for PP-15 it is 

around 0.52 at 90˚C, which is the maximum value of the whole temperature range. This 

behavior is most likely due to the high nanofiller loading resulting in creation of a percolation 

network and is a common phenomenon in nanocomposites where the nanofiller is the main 

source of ionic conduction (Tanaka 2005). 

 

A similar double peak structure was also witnessed for the nanocomposites with the blend 

matrix (PP-SEBS-n). The dielectric loss spectra of PP-SEBS-5 and an example of fitting at 

90˚C are depicted in Figure 6-6.e&f. Comparing to the corresponding binary nanocomposite 

(PP-5), the two relaxations start to develop at lower frequencies which is an indication of the 

intramolecular interaction of nanoclay with the co-continuous structure and the intrinsic 

dielectric behavior of SEBS. Also, the level of dielectric loss is slightly higher which most 

probably due to the presence of MA polar groups in the SEBS. The blend nanocomposite 

becomes slightly conductive, especially at high temperatures exhibiting a low-frequency 

dispersion process with an exponent of 0.26 at 90 ˚C for the PP-SEBS-5 nanocomposite. This 

can be associated with the interaction of MA groups in the SEBS with functional groups on 

the surface of clay particles resulting in improved dispersion and slightly higher conductivity 

(Helal, Pottier et al. 2018). 

 

Apart from the mentioned relaxation processes, a new relaxation mode is detected for the blend 

nanocomposite at higher frequencies which resulted in a broad and intensified high frequency 

peak. It is not expected to detect the segmental relaxation associated with the glass transition 

of the SEBS constituent. The segmental motion of the polystyrene (PS) is too slow and the one 

for the rubbery midblock (PEB) is too fast to be detected within the frequency and temperature 

range of this work. The origin of the new relaxation mode can be attributed to several 

phenomena such as the adsorbed water layer at the interface of nanofiller and polymer matrix 

(Glaskova and Aniskevich 2009), local motions inside EB blocks due to the presence of polar 

groups as a result of oxidative degradation (Panaitescu, Vuluga et al. 2013), molecular motions 

in the interface of SEBS domains (Chen, Hassan et al. 2011), and the local segment relaxation 

of rubber chains located at clay interface (Lin, Liu et al. 2015). 
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Figure 6-6 Dielectric loss (ϵ") as a function of frequency and temperature for: a) PP-5, c) PP-
15 and e) PP-SEBS-5. Fitting at 90 ˚C for b) PP-5, d) PP-15 and f) PP-SEBS-5 
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6.3.5 Space Charge Measurements 

The time-dependent charge distribution profiles of PP, PP-5, PP-SEBS and PP-SEBS-5 are 

depicted in Figure 6-7 at 30 C and under poling electric field of 50 kV/mm. For PP a packet of 

positive charge is gradually injected from HV electrode which then disperses into the bulk. 

Simultaneously a thin layer of negative homocharge builds up close to LV electrode. For PP-

5, however, a fairly thick layer of homocharges can be spotted close to LV electrode while low 

amount of positive charge is dispersed in the bulk of nanocomposite. The charge profiles for 

blends are stable and without any sign of charge injection from either of electrodes. In both 

cases low amount of positive charge is dispersed across the thickness. The suppression of space 

charge is slightly stronger for blend nanocomposite (PP-SEBS-5) which resulted in lower 

stored charge. 

 

It appears that both blending and incorporation of nanoclay improves the ability of PP to 

suppress the accumulation of space charge. This could be related to the change in the 

microstructure and the introduction of deep traps. Traps can be introduced by the infinite 

surface area of the blend and also on the surface of clay layers which will then easily capture 

injected charges during the polarization process  (Du, Xu et al. 2016, Andersson, Hynynen et 

al. 2017, Du, Li et al. 2017, Wang, Wu et al. 2017). While deep traps close to electrodes prevent 

the charge injection, the introduced shallow traps that are mostly responsible for conduction 

will allow for a portion of charge to gradually penetrates and get extracted at the opposite 

electrode. This is enhanced due to the high aspect ratio of clay layers and their accommodation 

in the interface area of the blend matrix. This mechanism prevents the charge injection under 

high electrical fields, keeps the charge profile stable and reduces the stored charge. 
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Figure 6-7 Space charge patterns for PP and its blend and nanocomposites  
at 30 ˚C and under 50 kV/mm of applied electric field  

(Stored charge was measured at the end of polarization period). 

 

6.3.6 Short-term AC Breakdown Strength 

The dielectric breakdown properties of nanocomposites were analyzed using a two-parameter 

Weibull distribution via a commercial software. The AC short-term breakdown strength data 

are displayed in Figure 6-8. The scale and shape parameters are embedded into the graph. The 
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shape parameter reflects the data scatter and the scale parameter is the characteristic breakdown 

strength at 63.2% cumulative breakdown. It can be seen that all nanocomposites show 

improved breakdown strength over the neat PP while having lower shape parameter. The 

characteristic breakdown strength goes up from 152 kV mm-1 for PP to 170 and 199 kV mm-1 

upon addition of 1 and 5% nanoclay, respectively. At highest loading (15%) of nanoclay the 

scale parameter declines to 182 kV mm-1 but is still above PP. Due to the oscillation nature of 

AC condition, breakdown tends to initiate near the interface of the specimen and electrodes 

where charge trapping and accumulation most likely occur. 

 

The improvement in AC breakdown strength of nanocomposites is probably originated from 

the interference of nanofiller with the charge transfer within the material. This is enhanced by 

the plate-like shape of clay stacks and platelets which makes it possible to form a tortuous path 

for charge carriers to travel across the thickness of nanocomposite (Fillery, Koerner et al. 

2012). Other possible mechanisms include change of charge distribution and density around 

the interface of clay and polymer matrix (Zazoum, David et al. 2014), and nanoclay acting as 

scattering sites to reduce charge momentum (Thelakkadan, Coletti et al. 2011). The slightly 

diminished breakdown strength of nanocomposite with 15% loading of nanofiller is probably 

because of higher defect density due to the higher chance of particle agglomeration. Electric 

field around the agglomerates is enhanced which can eventually lead to breakdown (Nelson 

and Fothergill 2004). The sharp decrease in the shape parameter of nanocomposites comparing 

to neat PP is most likely due to the increase of sensitivity of the measurement to defects (i.e. 

clay tactoids) that accelerates the breakdown mechanism and increases the unreliability of the 

measurement. Regarding the AC breakdown strength of nanocomposites having blend matrix, 

they are expected to exhibit lower breakdown strength according to the rule of mixture for 

plastics since SEBS has a lower intrinsic breakdown strength due to its lower Young’ modulus 

(Kollosche and Kofod 2010). However, no noticeable change can be spotted indicating that the 

improvement is mainly dominated and originated from the addition of nanoclay. 
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Figure 6-8  Weibull probability plots of PP/clay and PP/SEBS/clay nanocomposites 
(confidence intervals are removed for brevity) 

 

Concluding Remarks 

In this work the microstructure and dielectric properties of clay-containing PP nanocomposites 

have been investigated with the aim of evaluating the potentials of being used as insulating 

materials for HV cables. It was found out that clay is dispersed/distributed to good extent in 

the PP matrix, but fully dispersed in the blend matrix of PP and SEBS with equal weight 

percentage. This improvement was due to the migration of nanofiller from the polyolefin phase 

into the SEBS phase during the melt mixing process powered by the thermodynamic attraction 

of clay towards SEBS which resulted in more exfoliation of clay platelets and solid-like 

rheological behavior. 

 

The incorporation of nanoclay significantly altered the electrical properties of PP. All 

nanocomposites have shown two unanimous peaks in their dielectric spectra that were absent 

in the neat PP: MWS relaxation at low frequencies representing the charge trapping in the 

polarized domains (MWS) and the dipolar orientation at high frequencies. A thermally 
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activated behavior was seen for nanocomposites as the dielectric spectra were moving towards 

higher frequencies with the increase in temperature. A new relaxation peak was observed for 

the blend nanocomposites that was at the origin of SEBS involvement. 

 

Addition of nanoclay introduced deep traps that prevented the charge injection into the 

nanocomposite improving the space charge suppression of the material. The co-continuous 

structure of the blend also showed improved space charge patterns, especially when 

accompanied by the incorporation of nanofiller. 

 

The short-term AC breakdown strength of PP was hugely enhanced when nanoclay was 

incorporated. Nanocomposites having 5% loading of nanoclay showed a 25% improvement in 

the characteristic breakdown strength, while lower improvements were reached for other 

loadings of nanofiller. 

 

It seems that both addition of organomodified clay and using a co-continuous blend as the 

matrix have the potentials to make electrical properties of PP matrix superior/comparable to 

currently used XLPE-type cable insulation materials. The combination of the two phenomena 

led to the best results, where the difference in thermodynamic attraction of phases towards 

nanofiller and the sequence of feeding triggered clay particles to migrate into elastomer phase 

and thereby get stuck in the interface resulting in higher exfoliation rate. 

 

 



 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this section, a brief summary of all the findings will be presented. Materials prepared 

throughout this study can be classified into binary nanocomposites (LDPE/Clay and PP/Clay) 

and nanocomposites with polymer blend matrix (LDPE/SEBS/clay and PP/SEBS/Clay). The 

main findings for each of these materials are summarized below. 

 

Clay-containing polyolefin nanocomposites 

Series of nanocomposites containing different amount of nanoclay (1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 15%) were 

prepared based on LDPE and PP. A commercially available masterbatch was used as the source 

of nanoclay, comprising roughly of 50 wt% polyolefin, 31 wt% montmorillonite clay and 19 

wt% organic modifiers. The masterbatch was then diluted to form nanocomposites with desired 

concentrations of nanofiller. 

 

In both cases of LDPE/Clay and PP/Clay nanocomposites, it was shown that clay layers are 

well-dispersed and distributed into the polyolefin matrix. Stacks of clay were mostly 

intercalated by the polyolefin chains, but individual layers could be spotted separated from 

each other. The degree of dispersion was slightly higher when 5% of compatibilizer was used. 

Clay layers were seen to be oriented parallel to the surface of molded sheet, due to the high 

pressure condition of the molding process and very low thickness of the final sheet.  

 

Addition of nanoclay significantly changed the rheological properties of polyolefin from a 

homopolymer-like terminal behavior to a solid-like behavior showing a plateau of storage 

modulus in low frequencies. This change in the rheological behavior was seen for all PP/clay 

nanocomposites but only visible for LDPE/Clay nanocomposites at high loading of nanofiller 

(10 and 15%). Clay tends to have a relatively weak interfacial interaction with LDPE, while 

forms a strong network in PP. However, the addition of compatibilizer slightly improved the 

solid-like behavior in LDPE/Clay nanocomposites.  
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The dielectric spectra regarding the binary nanocomposites fitted with Havriliak-Negami 

function unanimously showed two relaxation processes that were absent in the neat polyolefin. 

The first relaxation process occurred in the low frequencies at the origin of the charge trapping 

in the interface areas between nanofiller and the base polymer known as MWS relaxation. The 

second relaxation at relatively higher frequencies was attributed to the dipolar orientation of 

the polar domains of the organic intercalant that was used for surface treatment of clay layer. 

The dielectric response of nanocomposites was shown to be thermally activated as the 

dielectric loss spectra move towards higher frequencies as temperature increases. 

 

Upon addition of nanoclay the DC characteristics of LDPE were changed significantly. All 

nanocomposites showed at least two orders of magnitude increase in the level of DC 

conductivity which was also directly related to the loading of nanofiller. It was also shown that 

the DC conductivity of the nanocomposites directly related to the applied electric field and 

temperature. This enhancement is believed to originate from the creation of the nanofiller 

network, which facilitates the movement of charge carriers. With regards to the space charge 

patterns of LDPE and its clay-containing nanocomposites, it was shown that the increased 

conductivity also help dispersing the accumulated space charge inside the material. For neat 

LDPE a highly distorted charge profile was observed, especially in higher electric fields while 

no significant charge accumulation was observed for nanocomposites. However, it was 

concluded that there is a threshold for this effect of nanoclay, above which massive injected 

charges heavily distorted the electric field distribution.  

 

The AC breakdown strengths of polyolefin were significantly improved upon addition of clay. 

Optimum enhancement was observed for 5% incorporation of clay. This enhancement was 

attributed to the delaying in the process of charge transfer between electrodes through the 

material as a result of the creation of a tortuous path by clay network for charge carriers. 

However, the DC breakdown strength of LDPE nanocomposites were all diminished 

comparing the neat polymer due to the different mechanism involved and the thermal 

instability of nanocomposites.  
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 Clay-containing blend nanocomposites 

Two different grades of SEBS, pure and to which maleic anhydride was grafted (~2 wt%), both 

having 30% PS blocks, were used to form co-continuous blends with LDPE to host 5% of 

nanoclay (LDPE/SEBS/5C and LDPE/SEBS-MA-5C). The maleated SEBS was also used to 

form a blend with PP hosting 1 and 5% nanoclay (PP/SEBS-MA/1C and PP/SEBS/5C). 

 

The co-continuous morphology of the blends was confirmed through scanning electron 

microscopy. While similar co-continuous morphology was observed for blend 

nanocomposites, the addition of clay took the co-continuity into smaller dimension. This 

downsizing effect was attributed to the prevention of coalescence induced by the presence of 

clay and compatibilizer. It was also concluded that nanoclay would migrate from the polyolefin 

phase into the block copolymer phase during the melt-mixing stage and thus clay would mostly 

have stuck in the interface of the two phases as was confirmed by TEM images.  

 

The high level of heterogeneity in SEBS strongly affected the rheological behavior of blend 

nanocomposites and massively increases the storage modulus and complex viscosity especially 

in low frequencies to the point where it partially overshadowed the effect of nanofiller. 

Nonetheless, the nanofiller, mostly present in the interface of the two phases, helps suppressing 

the coalescence of the blend and enabling to form a network which strengthened the solid-like 

behavior.  

 

The dielectric response of blend nanocomposites was fitted to HN function and a charge 

fluctuation term. In addition to the relaxation processes associated with the presence of clay, a 

new relaxation mode was observed in all blend nanocomposites and was related to the 

thermoplastic elastomer phase. The high frequency peak for blend nanocomposite with SEBS-

MA was more intense than the one for SEBS. This was attributed to the higher compatibility 

of clay with maleated SEBS and overlaying a possible relaxation process assigned to localized 

fluctuations of the polar MA groups.  
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Regarding the short-term AC breakdown strength, the pure blends of SEBS with LDPE showed 

diminished breakdown strength as expected due to the inherent lower breakdown strength of 

SEBS. However, upon addition of clay, the characteristic breakdown strengths of blends 

significantly increased, similar to the result of binary nanocomposite. The same trend was 

observed for blend nanocomposites based on PP with even more enhance improvement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

This project evaluated several thermoplastic nanocomposites materials as possible candidates 

to substitute the current generation of insulating materials in HV application, particularly HV 

cable insulation. The incorporation of nanoclay seems to drastically improve certain electrical 

properties such as AC breakdown strength and space charge accumulation, but compromises a 

few other properties such as DC breakdown strength and the level of dielectric loss. At the 

same time clay offers a lot of advantages including availability, cheapness and ease of 

processing and the resultant material would still be recyclable.  

 

Similar to what has been done in this work, clay can be compounded with base polymer via 

blending with a commercially available masterbatch without the need to modify the existing 

manufacturing lines. However, further studies are needed to have a more in-depth 

understanding of the role of nanoclay in improving the electrical performance of polyolefin 

such as LDPE, especially in cable geometry. 

 

Other types of clay minerals can also be investigated as the nanoreinforcement. More precisely, 

non-swelling clays i.e. kaolinite can be of importance. Kaolinite is the purest of clays, meaning 

that it varies little in composition. It also does not absorb water and does not expand when it 

comes in contact with water.  

 

Using a blend with a co-continuous morphology instead of a neat polyolefin enables to 

selectively accommodates the nanofiller showing promising improvements in electrical 

properties. This can be further investigated with different nanofillers and different blend 

constituents. Also morphologies other than co-continuous, i.e. droplet/matrix, can be 

interesting in some variations.  

 

In this project equivalent amounts of SEBS and polyolefin were used to form the blends. 

Further studies can be placed to find the optimum weight percentage needed to create the co-
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continuous morphology considering the relatively higher price of SEBS comparing to 

polyolefin.  

 

Great results were achieved regarding electrical properties of nanocomposites especially short-

term breakdown strength. To prove the reliability of the proposed materials, long-term 

measurements are necessary to conduct and will provide a more general view.  

 

Also, a lot of aspects of electrical properties of the proposed materials can be 

modeled/simulated i.e. the dielectric permittivity. Theoretical studies can help further 

explaining the role of interface and its contribution to the final morphology of the 

nanocomposites which would ease up the path to deepen the understanding of structure-

property relationships.  
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